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Thefollowing'accOlinf is:a, record of a wedding ceremony complex,
cQmmonlY3called';;'hono j;agene:ric,term for all the major wedding feasts;
but more i{specificallyitermed' Fayas"jthe term for the culminating wed-
ding feasts in whichcal'abaos areakiiled-for the main sacrifices. F9X)!ClS
takes its nan1e,fronithesugar,caneIwine (elsewhere in Mountain Province
termed basi) which is consumed jnUargequantities during the various
ceremonies. iNotest(or,thispaper",wereLgathered during the Fayaswhich
.ook place in y.pinaang,; IBoIltQc,;:N[O,ul1tocProvince in the Philippines,
during, Septemberang;October, 1p60.;.'
To understartd;someof tliefeatqres of the chana it is necessary to
realize that there are 'a/series' of well,defined social strata in Gui~aarig,
dependent not ;sojmuch'tlpo~;act~almaterial possessions (althoughthe,se
may: help: ~olif~ a perSOrifr()moneso~iallevel to another), but uponmehli
?ershipin certain' familygroujJs'vvho-iIlthe 'past ,have shown "their social
ability by perforniance of}he higher level'weddingceremonies. " TI111s
eve? if beca~s~; of~s~ries ofcircumstanc,es(sush as beinglast in all
inheritance, ,line; ,an'uris~tisf~ctorY",ma~~iage,'~i~knes.s , etc:)":a;rp~~, 'rho
is ,ill, the descendant: line ',of a ;high, soci~lgr~llp" fillds '. himself ,~eJativ~ly
P??r, ye,fhe~iP?e: e~B~ded, totlohis lltmost' t<;>perf0ILIln'lilrrifgfSe,r,
emollies of~t "leas~ the;'s~m~qllality aI1dtyp~a~lli.s'parents l?~ifo,ipi~~,if not better. r ",' " , " ' , " ',' s
The chana is the most important of all theweddingcereml)fiies,;iimd
for, a completely successful marriage it should be participated irionth1ree
separate occasions. Persons whose social standing dictated a lapiscero
empnyof either tefek or kinagkacongstanding (see Appendix 1) ,are not
r~CJllired to, ,complete the three chono feastings, but for the thre.~; ihighel:
<tl~ss .lopis, ceremonies, [inicai, inalcew & ioinalo, all three chana feast-
ings:rpust be .considered as compulsory to fulfill the social obligations of
their class. '
The first chana will not' usually be participated in until thevseeond
or third year of marriage at the earliest, for two reasons: '
1. The cost of performance of the initial ceremonies, plus the lapis
ceremony, usually requites ..several years before the necessary supplies of
rice, chickens, pigs and carabaos can be built up. , '
2. A participant must wait until a chana period is declared. A
couple may fulfill the requirements of the initial ceremonies and lapis
at any 'time of the year auspicious for them and, their respective families.
However the chono is participated in as a village and only a period auspi-
cious for the whole~illage can beset aside for the performance of the
necessary ceremonies., Because of the heavy drain on livestock and rice
during the chono period, it is usually possible to hold a chana, only .cnce
(;very three to five years. It is not infrequent, therefore, for grandparents
whose m,arriedchildren are participating in their first chana, to still be
facing the responsibilities of their own third chana.
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PREPARATION.
'Thefirstevidences that there was to be a chono starting in September,
1960, came about three or four weeks before the actual starting date.
Rumors spread through the barrio that a man by the name of Tongyofen
going to set himself the responsibilities of leadership-he was going
the pomango, To be able to put himself in this high office, it was
essential that he belong not only to the highest social class in the village,
he must also belong to one of the three family lines whose prerogative
exercise leadership. Tongyofen met all requirements. His previous
wedding ceremonies had been of high social standing and he and his
both belonged to leading families.
the days preceding the actual starting date all the families
intended to participate began making preliminary arrangements,
as making trips to Bontoc to buy salt for the large quantities of
to be preserved; new gongs were bought; and new clothes (G-strings,
skirts and beads), for the long days of dancing.
ten days were set aside for the repair of houses, mostly re-
in several cases it meant complete transfer from one site to
After the chono such work could not be touched for several
months, and so if repair was necessary, it had to be done before the
had special preparations to make. With his father-
own was dead) he had to choose and notify some of
that they had been chosen to perform special ceremonies.
was the manuuag whose activities are described below;
pomapatay, had the responsibility of performing sacri-
of the whole village. Pamanga also chose an inchono, or
who would be responsible for performing the many household
as cooking, pig feeding, wood splitting, meat cutting, water
catllriI1g etc., which were soon to be completely taboo to him and his wife.
the day before the chono started, Fallong, (the
leader), the man who assumed spiritual leadership
for time, prepared and built a box, kal-ob (about 2 feet
throughout the chono, was to have special significance.
it was completed he placed it on his shoulder and carried it through
the house of pomango where it was set inside in its appointed
just to the left of the doorway leading into the sleeping quarters.
manner the village was publicly informed that the chono was to
~~'".''' '...~ ;following day.
or the Beginning of Restrictions.
the arrival of the kol-ob at the house of the pomango, the
were called there. , These men were chosen upon the fol-
had to be old men,
reputation,
a leading family line,
and children were still alive,
strength and ability to perform the tasks required of
. . .
.... The' appointed leader ofthese .men) come9~aw,' first .must~? .ig'JllG
l;ous~of.one of the, previow; chona .leaders, to collect. the ceremoni9-lbas~Fet
an,d stone desired by the, pomango. These. two objects are .known as a
tOpil. The basket, termed. cholazv,.consists.of a circly Of finely w?;ven
fatt~n about thrt£ inches deep, open ~t both.ends,,<lbOut6inches india7
meter at the base, and 9 inches at the top... From aseries of loops on, the
outside of the basket rise anufIlber of lengthsoffirie rattan (about9jnches
long) t? which. are attached numbers of chick~n feathers. .... ' '",
"The.stone, riwling, 0, smooth w<tter worn Jock, about 6 inches long.apcl
3.inchesdiafIle~er att~le.ceritre, i~ partly enclosed inA: tightly wcnrenfatta;il
casing. There are three tOjJilin. the barrio, each belonging to one o(.the
lea~ing families.lToppofen,the poma1zgo, sent for the. pair. usedintl1e
preyious chpno ,byJ?kk::tsap, the older br()thel'.ofhis .father-in-law. 2 ~h~ri
the comeb-az,v arrivecito take the tppil),F'okIFasan kills a chicken, opellshis
koZ-ob, and passes itover. '., It.isther,tca,riedopenly to the house of ,the
pomango,where themoling is ,placedinsicj.e the kol-ob. A small mat
made of dried reeds called iiono, joined with strips of rattan) is placed
on .the lid and is heldfla.tby a IJieceof a branch called panga. . The
cliolai»; with anotherba~ketcontaining: a coc?nut shell for rice wine.(to
be used durilW tl;e sa~ngof, c~ft~i~, prayers tJs then placed on the. mat.
. FOUl" postsca)le,djJa.c1ze~~re"tI1enerecteCl,.one ..at each corner of the
kol-ob .<:lrcl.theY,pIlistlle.}icl,.a.l~e,s,e,cure.cl,by tig:htra,ttan binding. These
post~ al"~invarifbl¥mGt~e,.fr?r,t1:1osfi,g~.~hGn,lat~Lrec1 .he,art. of a pine. .
/J'h.e,calling.of,th~< n~all.iw~g t~ the leader's house,inkofob, began a
vigil whicll. w::tstolapt.rigllt thrClugh.the night. ,The purpose of the 'vigil
was tqwatc,hforClmensthatwo~I1d,~Jfect,notonly the days of the chona,
but in celfain instances. tl1everyIife'Clf thekqnwfoQ, as the maniwag are
termed during the yigil.':['he trail past ,the h()pse)5 declared Ptlnyew,
taboo, to all pa~sers-by) on pai!10f pecomiIlg lnafaog,llnable to Jindawife,~
Pachipad, l()p.g reeds used to, signify that<:t house ,c::?-pnot be entel:;eclbJi
yi~itors be,f~use ;of' ce~'e.monial, restrictions, ..'are erected, one on eitlwr side
of the eri~~~nce'" From the time of thearrivalof.th:~ komofob'I;ltritfler
they, nor the inhabitantsof the house are allowed to..eat. Inth~event
that there is a small child, rice is previously placed in a closed b<:tsket, also
c?-lled topil, and he must eat bnly inthedarkness of .tlie sleeping compa!t~
ment of the house, where none can-see him. ' .'._.,'
As night falls, a sense of fear pervades the group as theyslt silently
around a small pitch pine fire, waiting arid watching lest a cat meows,
an owl hoots, a dog 'barks at the house, a rat runs across the path by
them, or any other bad .ornen-should occur.
a. The FJ!,s't Day.
Before daybreak, the jJachi~')ad are removed from the house, and
each of the manizvag goes to his own ,house to get his gong, meat bag,
and ceremonial dress for the occasion. They reunite again at .the central
barrio ab-a/ongan (men's gathering andsleepirig place called ato in Bon-
toe) called Chatal. 3 Here, as many people gather to watch, the leader
dons a necklace made of a sti'irig of boar tusks, the base of each enclosed
in'a: rattan casing, 1lignifying his office. The vice leader, displays his office
by taking a woven white loincloth called chinangtal, arid either winding
it. about his forehead, fonglo style, or hanging it around his .. neck!. kelkel
~tyl~,;the loose ends are draped down his back. Each of the m.en then
takes his gong and performs a three part ceremony. . First, the gongs •::ire
beaten slowly, solemnly for about one minute. This is the tachek, Three
of the. men then sit while a fourth shouts a kind of challenge, falos .. . .Fpl~
lowing that, all sit while a short song is sung, ioeel, which is the word 'used
upon which the tune is based.
All of the manitoag then proceed to the house of the pomango: to
p~rform suoag, to initiate the restrictions, or ajig, which must be observed
through the chono. Arriving at the house, the same three-part cerePJ;ony
as was held at the ab-afongan, (which from here on will be called the
taohek complex) is performed once outside the house. They then enter
and count out the correct number of slices of meat which are the pay-
ment for the performance of siwag. In this house, that of the pomango,
the comeb-aio receives as hia.portion two large slices of meat, sin-ekep
(about 3 - 4 kilos); each oe:the other maniwag receives just one slice,
sinfotol. These are then placed in a vat, sangchal, to 'cook (a pot must
not be used).
Fayas is served to each of the men, and tobacco is handed out. The
maniwag then go outside and perform the tachek complex three times in
succession, before re-entering to collect their partly cooked meat. This
is placed in large meat bags, kicaw, made of dear or cow skin. Rice will
be placed before them and if they desire they may eat. On this first
day of siuiag only three or four other participants will have the. above
ceremony performed at their house. These are all members of leading
families. The second house visited, infanat, must always be a close relative
of the pomango. In the chono from which these notes were gathered.
this participant was a younger brother of the pomango's father-in-law. 4
Having performed the siwag at four of the participants' houses, the
maniwag return to the house of the leader about midday. They again
perform the tachek complex and a large pig is then brought and the mani-
wag hold it facing towards the doorway of the house, and slaughter it by
piercing the jugular vein.
Later in the afternoon the second group of chosen men, the three
pomapatay, gather to perform the first of their designated tasks. These
men, of a lower social standing than the maniwag are chosen on the fol-
lowing qualifications.
1. Their wives must be still alive,
2. These must have been no violent deaths in the family,
3. One must be chochomngel, that is, expert in hearing and in-
terpreting bird-call omens.
Because the fJomapatay are restricted from even washing their hands
during the whole of the chono period, a helper will get a pig from the
pigpen, clean it a little and it on to them. A smaller pig is used than
that killed by the manitoag earlier in the day. One of the men places
the pig on his shoulder, while the other takes with him a slaughtering knife,
tadyok, a pot for the blood, and a bamboo tube, [olas, containing fayas. 5
Then they proceed to the sacrificing place, papatayan, located beneath a
. large pine tree just to the east of the village, at a place called Paliwak.
Here the pig is slaughtered. A small fire is built to burn off the hair and
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5of the, pig,Jandit is cut below. the' ribs in order to remove the
xarriinethegall gladder for an omen. The gall bladder is then
:irid.1efthanging .from .abranchat thepapatayan.
ificess'madesal thepapatayan are made on behalf of the entire
andmotiof.rthe individual. Omens received there are also omens
ill affect the whole village. The spirit of the pig is believed to
fe~d to the spirits of the papatayan. These are termed pakchel.
yS, g\:ipe,ft pauses offer the spirit of the animal sacrificed to the
'anfesHfLspirits, anita,
}'\'~ng"a drinkof the [ayas, 6 the pomapatay return to thehCluse
". PPT(l{l,'fI,go,. where .. the sacrifice is divided between themselves. and
ifA~.ni~CY:;' i\.report isalsci made on the gall bladder .omen,the bird
RIl'lerh}'\'hich was listened for at the papatayan, .and any omen of the
FIf' cr9ssing rat, a bird flying over, a. snake on the trail etc.) which
ti¥teftthe value of the sacrifice made.
~ri8dically during the afternoon the tachek complex is performed at
<:>l1se, . and as night falls the group again settle down to a. vigil of
i'~Hing for night omens. Pachipad are again erected and the trail
~c1Gixed taboo.
During this day neither the pornango nor his father-in-law are permit-
and the same restriction is placed upon each of the partici-
houses the siwa:gis performed: ...• ., ". . •.
of is also the first dq,y of the village h.o1iday, teel,
continue degrees of .obli~ation until the end of, the
particular holiday is termed tee{si sikchod as no 'buIl'lPi~g'
holiday, with its restrictions, must be rigidly
adnered-to. On day, no or lending is allowed, no one may
;)P.UL. vV.'JU'.L. or leave the village for any purpose. Most important, no one,
:,p'~rtic1..l1a:rly young men, may touch one. a.nother, as such an act will. por-
by a carabao on the days when carabaos are to bl'likilled,
restriction, young men spend the day sitting quietly ta1k-
discreet distances from each other, in their respective ab-afongans.
no young man will go to court his lady friend in the girls' dormi-
Wfy."JlUU husbands will not sleep with wives.
second day of siwag, the same restrictions are observed.rbut
degree.. The morning sees the maniwag playing the tachek
thepomango's house before performing the siwagnext ata
house and then at any -house where the ·occupants··intendto
,n'~1"ti(,l1n"jrp in the chono. Because they are sent from house to house in
servants, maniwagare also respectfully termed mafaal. These
insignia of. their office, and each clad,;in a. once"
house .to house announcing their cOIIling. by:one
gong as they pass along. A,sense of avyepervades
children and even adults fear to comeclose to the. maniwag
On this day participants may eat after. the siwag
never before, or never with therri.an£wag.. After
homes has been visited, and the..• numiwag know
willbe able to complete this part of their work on the following
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day, they return to eat at the {iomango's house.. The pomangoand his
family and father-in-law may also' eat without company. From now until
the end of thechono.;thedather~in-la\V. will live and eat at the house of
the,fJornango>bu,he isnevec.allowed to eat from the normal plate, ciyag;
his food-Is always .served.In.a topil basket. He is never allowed to get his
own-drinking water,; from the water jar. It must always be drawn for
nio.:prnnn daYofsiivagis also the firstdayofinfayo> rice pounding.
I~n~Ysf;~n,witl;,l;is~elpers, is the first to go t? his granary to get, rice.
,~?bz~~Sl'mor~young menand women ~lay go and get the illitialloads
pf;;r;ics{ aIld.tllese are taken back to tlle, house. A Ill0rtar is taken .. outside,
W0.d .. itn~~d,iately, stripping, pOlIIlding,rirIloril1gand,. sorting begin~.Al­
tM}lphjJp1]wi2go l~a,ds the:vay to the grrnflryhe, is npt allowed' to carry
hmne a load; he carries with hi1l1,a C,?c;Onl!t .shelt with.tapey as a fen-ag 6 ,
[ll1dpn his returnhOlne, caFie~ a,1~pafl':wstal1~~ pffice as ato~en .load.
It irbelieved that by carrying the bm-;'gf()r thespirits,they will beinclined
to miraculously increase the depl,eted, ~tpre in the gra,nary. Afterp01nango
has taken his rice, any of those who had siwag on the first day may also
get '. their. rice.
Once, the rice is homej the: servant the, pomango has chosen is called
to the house. The servant. will. sleep and eat at the house, receiving as a
compel18ation for hisserv:ice~fiftybundles of rice. Because. he is unable
a.help ;~ll the work a~ hi.S own house, he is entitled to take a plate of .rice
alld meat from pOn2a7xgo>S house t.o his family each mealtime. Normally
a woman servant is.also called at this time to aid the wife of thepoma'l1.go.
Even if no vigil is kept, the maniwag and the pomango household will
stay awake all this night. .. From now until.ithe eridofthe chono, the
pomiingo and especially hisrfather-in-lawj must endeavor to eat' aselittle
as possible, and to stay awake as much as possible.
c. The Third Day.
The third day of siwag begins as the previous day with a tac hekcom"
plex at the house of pomango, and then from house to hous~, performing
siwag for the remainder of the participants. It should be noted that only
families who have performed at least finicat lopis cliono may call for the
manuuag, In this last Guinaang chono there were approximately forty
families who were able to have siwag performed. Those who had received
themaniwag on the second .day. were able on this third d~ to begin their
rice pounding. .. . .
As each participating fa~ilyrecei"esthe maniwag a set of rigid restric-
tions, .the afig> are placed ..Up?~ th~ members, which must be adhered to
if the success of the chono for thatfamily is to be assured. Afig restric-
ti~r~sma,y be divided illto two re~tioI1S; thos~ which are adhered to during
the peripd pf the chono or: fora.short time after, and those .which must
be. adhered. to for a full season. In the. case of the pomango, afig is even
is ..even. more severe, imposing restrictions right through until the next
chqno/several years later.
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of aiig includes the following restrictions.
No bathing.
Eating no vegetables. Only rice and meat may be consumed,
No "isitingany other barrio. . ': .., .
second type of afig includes the ..follqwhlg re1Wctions.
J'{qcutting of growing trees or .green leaves...
No wall building. .
Nohouse repairing. 8
After .three days of strict' teeldllring which~eople leave the village
only to g~t ricefrqm their granaries, a}a.Y is set fsidefor )he. cutting()f
fyel,koskofen-to strip. the bark .fr()J;n apiece of timber. This is also
t~wdaYvvheI1timberis cut for. the ere.ctions whfd1fre.,Ia.ter built for the
hallging of carabao heads, . . .
After breakfast, the pomango with a group-of-young kinsmen helpers,
takes a bundle of stripped rice stalks,kom-i,calledonoon, lights it and leads
the way to the mountains to cut his timber He: .will not cut because of
his afig, but he will choose the most suitable pine trees. The onoonmust
be lkeptburning during the period awayfrom.thevillage; if .it were to be
c}(tinguished it would signify the death of the'pIl.holding it. ,When the
wood is cut, trimmed, and stripped ofoark,; thedoaclsal~ taken backto
the village. .Only loads of fuel are taken into·thebarrio,all other loads .....
(i.e. timber for the erections) are left in neat bundlesdutside the bounds
of the village, until the appointed day for their use.
On. arrival home the chommo-cho12cnpar.ticipant-places his .dnoon
back into the stove area from which it waslit,al1dplaces. beside ita roll['flighted tobacco. The father of the chqmn~is normally th,eoneto light
the 'cigar', pinac his, and afterwards, sa.ys tl1efopowing short prayer:
Carabao killed.
Topngak sik-a ·ay, .tajako
,et ilzsongmoy ongong-as na,
!otog, manokya pacey.
light you tobacco,
so.Ithat ichildren 'here,pigs, chickens
&.:ricemaybesrnoked out
from a hole).
Bothpincichis andonoon are then~xtiIlgtlished. .This
calledsongsong. Fasting begins again atthispoint and no more
bEFeatenuntil the following morning.
i, •. .'I'hemaniwag, having been withoufsleep .. since theY were
tqcth~h.ouse of pomango orr the day beforeAwag sta;rted) spenq
his,llRPse. sleeping. . ..
4. SALAG, or the
"The first carabao killed is called the salag. This!'s~crific~ is said
ha"e,/pctrticular value in producing fruitful and successful marriages and
re~c:rve~for,the pomango to make. On this dayonlyonetarabaois sup-
P21e~t2' be killed, that honormay not be take l1 from. the.'jJonwngo,. how"
ever.inthis last Guinaang chono, one man took the 'opportunity to
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and kill an animal, and another went to the next village, Mainit, to kill
one.
Each chomno is supposed to gather at the house of the pomango for
hre~kfast on this morning, as they will aid in the killing of the salag. They
are served cooked rice and salted pig meat', lenag, which is eaten while
lookouts are posted to warn latecomers not to join in,' and to chase off
chickens and dogs that might come arou.nd. Such incidents would cause
danger in the killing of the carabao. Having eaten, the pomango or his
father-in-law, takes an onoon and quietly leads the group of men to the
terraces where the carabao has been located. No haste is allowed, lest one
stumble, portending a fall in front of an enraged carabao.
At the appointed place, the pomomgo takes a position at a well pro-
tected vantage point while his fellow chomno deploy themselves with spears
ready to attack the carabao. With the first spear embedded in its side
a wild chase begins. The injured carabao frantically endeavours to evade
its' pursuers. More spears find their marks and finally the ,JJeast falls
from loss of blood and exhaustion. The nearest pursuer will at once
sever the tendon of one of its back legs with his axe, to prevent it from
arising again. Another axe is imbedded in the animal's spine to paralyze
it. Then same one with a knife will attempt to cut its throat' while a
companion holds back the tossing horns.
Finally, all sign of life gone, pomango is called to say the prayer. Be-
cause of the necessity of getting the animal butchered and carried away
before any bad omen can take place, complete prayers are not said. He
will merely invoke the benefits of the kitib and the fegwew prayers upon
the carabao and the chomno, in this manner.
Kitib, kitib, makitkitian si nowang sina, ya chinomn;.
Fegtoetu, [eguietu, maieguiauron si notoang sina, ya chinomno,
(See appendix 4-5 for full text of kitib and fegwew prayers.) He then
sprinkles tapey from a special closed gourd container (used only in special
ceremonies) the taking, on the chest of the carabao. Then the animal is
covered with a swarm of men with slashing knives. Each chomno must
redden his hands with the blood of the fresh meat. Until this time no
chomno has been allowed to cook or handle fresh meat, but with hands
stained red, his aiig becomes stained and from now on fresh meat may be
cooked at their houses.
Each man takes the share of the animal to which he is entitled plus
part of what remains and returns to the house of the pomango. Once home,
the songsong is performed as on koskos with the onoon and pinachis. The
next thing that is done is the hanging of the carabao head inside the house,
over the place normally reserved for pounding. This is always performed
inthe same method. Two loops of plaited rattan are made to fit over the
horns. These are the songab. Then these are jonied by tight bands of
rattan across the skull, and through these bands the loop of rattan is placed
by which the head hangs. The mouth is also bound with rattan to keep
the tongue from protruding too soon, and a rattan tie is placed from either
side of the head to a house post to keep it from swinging.
Not until after the head is hung can [ayos be brought out. All partici-
pants will then drink and certain portions of the stomach will be cleaned,
cooked and eaten, This first food and drink is termed [elkas. However
Close relatives of the owner's wife.
IS apportioned out as follows:
Recipient





Reserved by owner for a relative
in need.
Intestines, blood, kosol (part of These are all shared by the killers.
neck), tail with part of the back-
'short' .ribs, spleen, kidneys &
family must fast till the next day, as songsong
5. KEDKECHAG, or Spearings.
For four days following salag it was a common sight to see groups of
men with spears, bolos and axes going off to the terraces followed by small
boys each carrying a pot for blood, or a double cimata basket. A few
hours later they would be seen covered in mud and blood from the chase,
bringing home shattered spears, and heavy loads of meat. Songsong is per-
formed in each house, the head hung, and food and wine brought out, as
had occurred at pomango's house on Salag. Each chomno was allowed to
kill only one carabao a day, and kedkechag would have been prolonged if
somebody had needed time to take another animal. The pomango killed
four, which was the highest number taken by one house. 9
As,well as the fasting which was required of each household following
songsong, they also had to stay awake the whole night to be ready to en-
tertain any relatives or friends who might come to 'see the head and have
a drink of fayas. Poor people not actively participating, but who will in-
vite guests, frequently group together and purchase a carabao from Bontoc,
Mainit, or some other barrio, and kill it for meat. Such a carabao is called
ton.pok, as it was purchased by group funds. It is not speared, but tied
to a. convenient tree and killed by axe and bolo. The meat is shared in
relation to the amount of money put up for the purchase. Heads of ton-
'pok carabao are not hung over the losong or displayed at later stages of
the chono.
On the evening of the day following the taking of the carabao, the
meat is taken off the shelves where it has been placed and it is salted down
into large jars. Salt is usually rubbed into each piece of meat before being
packed with salt into the jar. This is covered and placed in a cool part
of the house, normally beneath the carabao head where the losong or
is usually kept.
6., CHALLATEY, or the Vat Stand.
As on koskos, pomango will take the leacl in going to the mountains.
for the cutting of the logs to make the vat stands. As before, he will
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carry onoon, the symbol of life, and will not participate in the cutting.
On returning home the songsong is again performed, and fasting continues
till the next morning.
In addition to the necessary logs for the challatey, a thin straight
branch is cut to serve as the sanchag, one of the symbols of fertility. All
chomno except the pomango will strip the bark from this branch, leaving
a green tuft of pine needles on the end, a sign of its life. If the pomango
were to strip the bark from his sanchag, it is believed that the, village rice
crops would whiten with empty, unfruitful heads. After the challatey is
brought home and the workers have been fed with meat and rice, they
disperse to their own homes.
The imother-in-Iaw (or any old woman) will call the wife of the
chomno into the house, the husband staying at the door to keep out dogs
and people, and sing a prayer called pinalamag, (from inpalamag; to
bring up, to cause to ascend). The tune of the chaing is used. The pur-
pose of the prayer is to invite ancestors to attend the feast, thus protecting
the village from amak, any sickness occuring in the course of the chono
caused by an uninvited ancestor. The pinaiamag is as follows:
Pinalamag Ongpit ad Fangkecan,
omalid Ghongliyan chag-oseri as Cija-
nay" ad Ghongliyan, omalid Litangfan,
inpinalamag aces. Ap-on Folod chi in-
malid Lttangjanet, Siya chi nan ma-
cabcab-an si achi kaamakan nan ipo-
caw sinan chono,
"This pinalamag is for Ongpit at
Fangkecan, she comes to Chong-
liyan. She comes to Litangfan
(Guinaang), she is brought up
also. She is the descendant of
Folod, he came to Litangfan.
This is the prayer made, so that
people will not be sick during
chono:"
That afternoon a suitable site is chosen for the challatey and it is laid
out and pegged down. The challatey is either placed directly in front of
the house or a little to one side where there is room. It can never be
placed at the rear of the house.
In the evening the maniwag, now know as the najaal, gather at the
house of the pomomgo and erect a frame called sagcipik, The timber
for this was cut on the day of koskos and it is brought in from the out-
skirts of the village to the house during the afternoon. The sagcipik
consists of two uprights about six feet long and two inches in diameter,
forked at the top, leaned against the thatched overhang of the roof,
with one on either side of the doorway. Several pieces of wood are placed
across from one fork to the other, forming a narrow shelf, and short .Iengths
of wood are thrust through the thatch and fastened on the inside parts
of the house frame, to make the structure firm. They also tie in position
the sancliag,
That evening the nafaal and pomango, with his household, stay awake all
night. No visitors are allowed; the house is declared taboo. 8
7. TOTTOOD, or the Erection.
At daybreak the naiaal, assisted by ablebodied men, have the logs for
the structures called [ansal and fawel brought home and erected at the
house of pomango,
"May the children here, pigs, chick-
~ns & rice be bound (that they be
not dispersed) ."
'l:'he '!aizsalc.o.nsists 6£' fOllr' cohier' :p6sts'•• @sut£ifteel1Lto!\V'ep:f~::Ct~~B
hig-h ~,nd. six to eight feet, diameter at the, base, and' forked, atthet'op;
Th~se are set into the ground immediately in front of the ,sagcipik";eafh
post: leaning slightly inwards. Cross pieces are fixedthroughthe'Jork~
and a platform of sturdy branches placed across the crosspieces. ()n tSP'
of this is secured a mat made of reeds and tied together with rattan;: :,.
The [aioel is usually erected between the sagcipik anclthefansal. It,
cOIlsists of only two posts of the same dimensions as those used fo~th.e
[omsal, set into the ground and fastened across the top with a st'urdycross
bar. . .: . ' .. ,
When this is completed all of the chomno gather ,at this .house and
receive short lengths ofa vine called chanon, This had been collected
trom the mountains on the previous day (Challatey) by a messenger sent
out by the pomango, It is said that in old times it was used freely in
the place of rattan. Chanon is astrong tough thin vine and very pliable.
It has small nodes. These are then taken home until the nafaal arrives.
The four najaal divide the village into sections and through this clay
work individually to speed the work. Each chomno house is visited and
the nafaal erects the sagcipik as was done at the house of po mango on
the previous evening. .As he thrusts, the los-ok through the eaves of .the
house, he says the following short prayer:
Lnlos-okko sik-a ay saki, males- "I thrust through you, house eaves,
ok si ongong-asna, fotog, manok ,'a may children here, pigs, chickens
pacey. and rice be thrust forth."
Having fastened the los-ok with rattan, he gets a piece of wood called
lanipeui," and places it, between the two forks of the uprights. Apart
from this piece of wood, all other timbers are .cut from pine trees. He
fastens this with the short length of clianon, received earliervby the
chomno, He then prays.:
Mataktaked .Ii ongong-asna,
manok ya pacey sina.
The sanchag is brought and erected on the side of the entrance where
the outside fireplace is. Ashe fastens it in place, he says :
Intoodko sik-aaysanchacet, "Ierect you, sanchag, so that chil-
inkatotood si ongong-asna, fotog, dren, here, pigs, chickens and rice,
manok ya pacey sina. . here may stand erect." .
He enters the house and brings outa small jar which isfastenecl
the base of the sagcipik. 'In fanner times this was a small. xall;lable jar
of Chinese origin, called cameng, which contained rice wine ,for any
passer-by, spirits included; but because of the high breakage, acheap jar
is .now commonly used and only a, little wine is placed in' the bottom
to statisfy the thirst of visiting spirits.
Above the losonga shelf is also built and a mat of reeds, atag, is
placed on it. This will be used to receive meat'. In many houses this
shelf is already there and has been used earlier for other purposes. What-
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another stick of lanipew wood and binds it
to move to the next chomno house, while
the fansal and the fawel at the house he has
are removed from their position over the losong
to be hung from the fawel if there is one, or the
are placed facing into the entrance of the house.
are beginning to disintegrate, and the eyes are
sockets, tongues are bulging out grotesquely and the
off in patches with the peeling skin. Maggots swarm in
nose, mouth and fleshy portions of the neck. Apertures in the neck
like the gaping wind pipe are plugged with rice stalks to stop the loss
df.fluid. A strong stench pervades the area. Where neither the fansal
Ofithe .[aiuel are erected, the heads are left inside the house.
3.i/Soeial prestige and the quality of previous wedding ceremonies de-
terrnine which type of structure a chomno can build. If a man hap-
pens to be the oldest brother, or if his wife is the oldest sister of their
respective families, thus receiving the largest' inheritance, and if these
families belong to one of the leading lines, (as do most, if not all, of the
richer families), then they are privileged to erect a [aiuel, as well as
<J.fansal, sagcipik and sanehag. If neither the husband or his wife can
lay claim to the inheritance of a firstborn son or daughter, but if they
belong to a family whose wealth has permitted them to perform either
a finicat lapis ceremony or better, then they can erect a [ansal, sagcipik
and sanehag. However on the third chono, both of the above groups
will erect a fawel only, with sagcipik and sanchag, This third chono
is often referred to as fawel (see Chart I).
Sanchag and sagcipik only, indicate a lapis chono of either tefek,
kinagkocong or finicat standard. A sanehag alone indicated that a pig
had been substituted for the carabao sacrifice, and that the participant
was either of low class who had not performed a lapis chono, or a chomno
participating in his third chono, whose child was at the same time per-
forming his first chono, It is common practice for parents not living
with their children, who have completed their own chono feastings, and
who have children participating at any stage or degree, to kill a pig
and display the sanchag.V'
As soon as the heads are in position, children are free to shin up
the poles of the fansal (sometimes ladders are placed in position to make
it easier) and crowd on to the mat, atag, on the top. Once there, they
break into a song reserved for this place and occasion. The song is
called ican, which is the word upon which the chorus is based. Verses
are impromptu and sung to a pleasant, slow, melodious tune.' From
now until the fansals are taken down, from morning and often far into
the night, the sound of the icon can be heard from some part of the
village or another.
When the four nafaal have completed their duties erecting sagci,pik,
they meet again at the house of the pomango where a pig is brought and
sacrificed. No prayer is said at this stage. When it is known this pig
is dead, each family who has a sagcipik kills a medium sized pig, removes
i ts tail (to prove it is dead) and binds together the four trotters with
strip of ratt'an is passed' from these to the .lowerbjaw <bind!iIig
<gr·ot(~sque.lJ open. It is then shouldered and carried toithe
When all of the pigs have been laid ina
the fansal at this house, the
and says a prayer, liniweng .(see Appendix
@ecLlately takes his own pig to his house where its hair and ----c ..-.C" ••-
and it is butchered. The following set distributions
CHART I
Analysis of Guinaang Chono Sept. - Oct. 1960.
Structure Number of Breakdown showing No. of carabaos taken
Erected Families by each family
Families Carabao
Fawel 28 10 1
14 2
4 3
Fawel & 6 2 2
Fansal 3 3
1 4
Sageipik only 18 17 1
1 2
Sanehag only 50
5 - Displayed by 'parents with children
participating III one of the higher
.level ceremomes
Tonpok carabaos - approximately 15






one-fourth of the ribs, tadlang,
one slice, sinfetek, of
skin from the side,
tekling, a portion of meat
from the rear of .a back leg.
Half is taken by the carrier of pig.
The dresser of the pig.
This is all called the taehok,
the gift to the father or the
father-in-law.
The gall bladder, akco, is examined and hung from the under sur-
face of the roof overhang, near the doorway. The bladder is emptied,
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inflated arid tied, and hung with a length of inflated intestine on the
sanchag to dry. In the evening these are taken down, filled with blood
and cooked to be eaten the next day by relatives who will come to feast.
After pigs have been killed the nafaal once again go to each of the
houses where earlier in the day they had erected the sagcipik. Now,
each with the aid of helpers they proceed to build a kol-ob box in these
houses of the same style as the one placed in the house of pomango on
the day before siwag started.
There is much significance attached to the building of the kol-ob,
as can be seen by the fact that at the conclusion of the building of the
box, thenafa-al says the following prayer, called falos si kol-ob.
Faloska ay kol-ob, manalsoob. si
t?1zgl?.izg~as· n.a, .... fotggJ manok,yq
V)acey.
ipaloskaay fosag, in-ifosacanchas
Louieb si kaomiliyenc ha.
fpaloska ay nono, intintinonos canak
sina fotog, manok, pacey sina.
Faloska ay pango, s~mis-iyayas [o-
tog, manok, pacey stna.
"Be challenged kol-ob, let children,
.l2iKs)c:l~ic;1~I!~8<,ri~ebl"eakforth (as
waters from a 'dam)."
I
i '
"Be challenged] matured wood of
the pine, let them possess through
maturity .!he inherited possessions of
the fellow villa~ers."
"Be challenged, reed mat, let the off-
spring here, pigs, chickens & rice
here, be continually produced (i.e.
graduated in size, from tall to
short." )
"Be challenged, branch, let the chil-
dren here, pigs chickens & rice here
branch out in all directions."
; Between each of the sections of the falos, the toeel, chorus is sung.
When finished, the nafaal gives a loud shout, ke-e-e-iu, and then shouts
a different type of falos: .
ChinjJap apos Oyaasi si Olchocan "My grandfather caught Oyaan at
ay alincacanaken, alinfofotocen, alin- 01chocan, who was rich in children,
mamanoken. pigs-and-chickens."
This is twice more followed by weel and falos of the above type, be-
fore all men go outside and perform the tacliek complex. The nafaal
then proceeds to the next house for their kol-ob erection, while at the
previous house men and women are free to begin the Falluues, or Bontoc
War Dance, as it is popularly termed. The najaal who erects the kol-ob
receives six double slices ekep, of fresh meat, taken from the pig killed
earlier in the clay. The rest of the pig is salted down.
7. PATPATAY, or Killings.
On this day, every participating family from sanchag level up is
expected to kill a large pig. Pomango is the leader, as usual, with the
uajaal killing his pig. When the squealing of his pig has subsided, the
lest of the participants are free to get their .pigs and kill them,. The
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same procedure is followed in tying the pigs as on the, previousi:1aya.,rid
each is then shouldered and carried to the house of poinango where'tl1ey
are piled high. While waiting for all to arrive, the men get but ';the
gongs and dance i~ a space left clear for this purpose. When all are there,
jJomango's father-in-law emerges from the house and repeats;the;kitib
and fegwew prayers (kapya), and then each man is free to take, his pier
back home for butchering. In the Guinaang chono of Septernberand
October 1960, because of the large number of participants, over one
hundred fully grown pigs were brought to the house for the prayer.
The functions that the father-in-law has been performing through
the chono could have been performed by the father of pomango if he
were living. Furthermore he would normally be allowed to live at his
own house and the pigs would have been taken there and .not to pomango,
but Fallong, the father-in-law of the pomango in the chono under con-
sideration, is living with his second wife (his first having died), who has
failed to give him any children - even though she had five by her first
husband. It was therefore considered auspicious for Fallong to perform
his duties away from his own house, his wife not participating in any of
the ceremonies.
Following the butchering, the head of the pig killed on the previous
day, plus the head of the pig just butchered, is placed on the shelf of
the sagcipik and covered with a type of rain protector, tocatoi, normally
used, by people working in the fields.
Dancing continues right, through the day and far into the night.
On occasions other than the chono, when dancing is allowed it is restrict-
ed to a small dancing ground adjacent to the ab-afongan or men's gather-
ing and sleeping place. During chono' dancing is held at any place
where a [ansal or fatoel is erected.
On this day the in-awid or guest callers leave the village to invite
relatives from all the surrounding villages. Anyone who Can claim re-
lationship through a common ancestor, even four or five generations
removed, is invited. to attend the feasting on the following day. 11
8. ALIN 81 MANGILI, or the Coming of other Villagers.
This day, otherwise called sang/Jet si mangili, the arriving of other
villagers, is in a sense the climactic event of all the preparation that
has been going on for the previous two weeks. A spirit of festivity and
joy permeates the village as it prepares itself to receive visitors from all
the Bontoc barrios and beyond. Besides relatives born in other barrios,
every living person whose birthplace is Guinaang is expected to be in
the village on this day, and so from as far away as Manila and Baguio,
and from the mines at Antimok, Suyok, Lepanto and other places, the
Guinaang people come home. Over a thousand people, rich and poor,
old and young, full cousins, distant relatives, are soon crowding the trails
into the village.
Because of the 'spiritual' danger of having such a large number of
people from other villages about to enter, it is necessary for the pomango
to provide another pig for a village sacrifice at the papatayan or sacrific-
ing place. The pomapatay are called and the same procedure is followed
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as on the first day of siwag when a village sacrifice was taken to the
papataya1n at Paliwak. On this day, however, it is taken to the other
j 1apatayan, commonly known as Papattay, but referred to in the prayers
as the papatayan at Faang. The meat of the pig is divided between the
pomapatay and the nafaal.
About ten in the morning- the visitors beg-in to arrive, contingents
from each village travelling together. At each of the four main entrances
to the village the crowds gather, each village keeping apart from the
others. Gongs are called for, and these are taken from pomango's house
to the old men in each contingent. Each group then performs the tachek
complex three times and one of the old men says the kapya called ala-
wig. (see Appendix 7). This is to protect the visitors from the harmful
influences of Guinaang's ancestral spirits. Until these ceremonies are
performed not one of the visitors may enter the village.
Upon completion, the contingent enters the village, and separates
to go to the homes of the relatives who invited them. As he arrives
each man surrenders his spear to be bound to a post of the sagcipik until
the following morning when he departs for home again. The first
arrivals wait outside the house, until an old man enters and performs a
ceremony called fakas si kol-ob, the breaking of the kol-ob. Squatting
in front of the box he recites a long kapya called takas si kol-ob. With
his axe he then 'strikes the stones upon which the kol-ob rests, shouts a
[alos, and proceeds to cut away the rattan, binding the four corner posts
in position. This is accompanied by a number of loud falos calls. When
his task is completed, all men gathered sing ioeel, visitors may freely
enter the house, and fayas wine is served. As each house receives its
complement of visitors the family helpers uncover the big vats of steam-
ing rice and carabao meat, plates are loaded, and the visitors squat around
in small circles with their woven bamboo plates and wooden bowls on
the ground in the center, and begin their feasting.
It is not long before the ring of gongs is heard throughout the vil-
lage, and dancing begins. It is normal for people from the same village
to dance together and when finished to hand the gongs over to the
waiting dancers from another village. Mixing seems to be avoided,
each team trying to impress the others with its skillful dancing. On this
day, while visitors are present, it is considered to be in bad taste for
local Guinaang people to dance, so consequently local men and women
do not participate.
Older men, however, seem to mix more freely with men of other
villages. Sitting on their heels in groups around pitch pine fires, with
plenty of fayas to drink and tobacco to smoke, these men wholeheartedly
join in the singing of a song called aY)-leng, usually sung after pig sacri-
fices. The extemporaneous words may relate a story or in often highly
metaphorical language express desires of fruitfulness to the chomno who
is their host. Frequently, as the fayas effects the tempers of the singers,
men from different villages will begin heated arguments over who should
lead the song, or over something that was said in the song. Such argu-
ments are usually killed by someone calmly squatting between the two
opponents and leading off the song again as though nothing was amiss.
- .. '.'. .. .. .",... '
iS~~fyea',a.gai#jin'il1eeyel1ing..".,.,(Norl11allyCi~#()il1g\,vollld/b;~gi#
continue through the night hours, but there 11adbeen..,~aJ:'li~r
hernoon a fracas between men from two villages over which
auld take the gongs- next. Throwing of sticks and stones. pre-
. knife fightoin which three men were badly slashed about the
The police who had come up from Bontoc to keep peace, promptly
dcfall'night dancing.) The old men kept' singing their 'a'yyeng.
ld women kept exchanging tales with old acquaintances, while' the
g "men and women joined themselves into groups and wandered
gh the village stopping here and there where other groups had
med to Ring a Zefek song, characterized by its vigorous chorus, souieey,
I:i>;theryoung men. and women paired off to seek the solace of some dark
89.rner, while others, tired by the day's activities just wrapped themselves
,~ntl1eirbrightlycoloured woven blankets and settled down under the
yityesof .a nearby house to pass the night in slumber.
During the night: food is served to all who come, and it is customary
to. take down one of the carabao heads, split it to allow the brains to
cook, ,'and place it, maggots, falling hair and all, into a vat to cook.
When cooked the horns are chopped from the skull and rehung where
the head had previously been. All present then eat freely of the meat
and drink liberally of the broth from the vat.
FOKAL SI MANGILI, or Dispersing of Visitors.
The next morning, food is again served to all the VISItors. Then
shares of uncooked, salted pig meat are distributed to all visitors. These
meat portions are pierced with a length of rattan, to form loops for
carrying. Men are then free to take their spears; women tie their
small children to their backs, families gather and gradually the visitors
leave the village.
During the rest of the day the Guinaang people are free to dance,
and feast. However at the house of pomango no dancing is allowed,
as sinjotol, one slice of meat, had been brought from each participant
who had killed a carabao and the nafaal and the pomango did not want
to be disturbed during the distribution of the meat. It was divided
into five shares, the four naiaal and pomango each getting an equal share.
This meat share is called the jJanigfasan.
During the afternoon and evening a ceremony called kqyabyab is
performed, first at pomatigo's house, and then at each of the houses
where there were carabao heads. This ceremony, which takes its name
from the violent' flapping of chicken's wings, when the chicken is held
by the feet, is intended to disperse, or blow away any malingering evil
left behind by the visitors. The ceremony consists merely of a triple
repetition of the tachek complex. As it is finished at each house, gongs
are put away, and no more dancing is allowed; so the night hours are
quiet' as each family recuperates from the activities of the last two days .
•9. KIK-ILIS SI OLON SI NOWANG, or Cleaning of the Meat
Carabao Heads.
Early in the morning, one of the remaining heads is taken down,
split, placed in a vat and cooked. Old men then go from house to house,
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"1 say senga for you, gong owners,
that you may gather offspring and
wealth. May your gongs rever-
berate."
usually in the company of one of the najaal, to scrape meat from the
bone, eat as much as they desise, place a portion in their meat bags,
and move on again.
Through the day and far into the night, young men and women
form themselves into groups and wander from house to house, eating,
drinking, singing and dancing. Again in the evening any head that re-
mains will be taken down and cooked to provide meat for any who come
tel feast.
10. KIK-ILIS SI OLON 51 FOTOG, or Cleaning of the Meat from
Pig Heads
The same procedure is followed on this day as on the previous day.
Pig heads are cooked early in the morning and are left until the old
men arrive to clean the meat from the bone, take their portions and leave.
Each group endeavours to visit as many houses as they can to increase
their shares of meat, and so their work is performed as speedily as
possible. After all houses have been visited the old men return to
pomango to sing the wedding song, chaing. (see Appendix 5, page 80)
11. COMANGSA, or Gong Owners.
All of the cliomno (men only) as well as others who did not partici-
pate this time, but who have in the past, and who own a gong, are en-
titled to join in the feasting and meat gathering which proceeds for the
next four days. They first gather at the house of pomango and the old
men perform the tachek complex. Ten chickens are then beaten to
death outside the house and also one inside. A prayer called senga is
said:
Seng-ek chakayoy comacangsa et iya-
mongyoy canakyo ya louiebyo, co-
manges nan cangsayo.
The feathers are then burned off, they are cut into set pieces and are
placed in a vat to cook. 12 In the vat also is placed a large amount of
salted carabao meat. The leading families are expected to cook about
fifteen ekep double slices) weighing around 60 kilos. The meat of all
four legs of a carabao is often insufficient to supply all the requirements.
While it is cooking the comangsa will pass the time by singing the ayyeng,
or dancing. At the beginning of the aJ1)lmg an introductory theme is
sung called the elwa. It consists of three parts, each followed by a tueel
chorus. The leader who sings the theme as a solo, must be an old man
who has completed all his own chono feastings, and has all his children
married.
The elioa themes are as follows:
1. lnmali nan incomangsa.
2. Lncanakchos lapona.
3. Inlowebchas lapona.
"The participants in the cornangsa
ceremony have come.
"This has produced offspring from
the beginning."
"This has given wealth from the
beginning."
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Certain of the older men are assigned the task of cutting the'c'oqked
m'eafinto smaller pieces, 'ceced, while others distribute it on largewiIlr:i~\\r~
ingbaskets. Each man present receives at least two ceced, aldermen)
dividers) and the distributors getting larger portions, as- well as the pieces
of the chicken. The chicken that was killed inside the house is kept,t'o
be distributed later in the day. Each man places his meat in a tojJil
basket. Fayas wine, and .tobacco are shared by all. Everyone is also en-
titled to eat of toto) a confectionary made of sticky rice chayket, boiled
in a woven sugar can leaf covering.
From the pomango the one hundred and fifty or more men file .to
the house who first received the siwag after pomango. The same procedure
follows here. At the end .of each day, the comangsa return home with
their,tojJils loaded with meat, and their basket hats filled with tobacco.
Not all of the chomno kill chickens. It depends upon the precedent
that was set in their first chono feasting. If in the first, they killed seven
chickens then in the succeeding chonos they are expected to kill seven.
Meat shares are also dependent upon precedent, although the higher class
families are expected, to provide most. Poorer families need only provide
about sixlekejJ .of meat, .which is about twenty to twenty five kilos.
Each carabao-killingchomno is expected to invite thecomangsa.
Parents who are havingsanchag only, in their third chono, because they
have children participating as well, may also invite the comangsa, thus
saving them the burden of sanchag participation in the two following
chonos.
As the group pass from one house to the next they are led by an old
man carrying a wooden tray) choyyasan, on his shoulder, on which ,one
ekep of uncooked meat is placed at each house visited, to be taken .to
pomango, This share is called tojotob, and is placed on the shelf which
was erected above the pounding place on the day of Tottood.
Each day the group will start its meat collecting at a house where
chickens will be killed, and it is only at such houses where the tachekcom-
plex will be performed. The first house of the day is called inpayomy.om)
the one which brings together.
After the comangsa have finished at a house, a group of about twenty
cld man led by the na/aal are, free to come. These men are called the
somajosab, the prayer sayers. Fayas wine is served all round. A large
section of a pig, including the ribs) is put on to a board inside the house,
and .as it is divided for cooking, one of the men says a long prayer called
kitib and amolo. (see Appendix 8) It is cooked in a vat, inside the
house, (the meat of the comangsa was cooked in a vat outside the house),
and is then placed on a' winnowing basket with the chicken that, had p:t;'e-
viously been' killed in the house, and each man is passed his .share,
Following the visit of the somajosab, another small group of men,
led, by the three pomapatay are free to come. This group vis called the
[omocinney, the singers of the focinney. As soon as they arrive they pro-
ceed to sing the [ocinney, (see Appendix 2, page 73) a song which on
other occasions is sung after ayyeng) and just before the eating of a
ficed pig. .
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1'hese Ill~nxecyivefor pomango two legs of a pig (i.e. the lower leg
ancI tJ:qtter only), plus a handful of fokay mixture of rice, blood and brain,
For themselves, one. ekep of pig meat - usually ribs, is cooked in the in-
sideyat and divided evenly. Fayas and tobacco is passed around before
departing;
Thefomocinney having done their part and moved on, a group of
old men plus several of the older women are free to come. These are the
irzchaing, 'the singers of the chaing. (see Appendix 5, page 80). Only
leading families receive the inchaing. These come by invitation. Before be-
ginning their song, three to six ekep of meat is cooked and divided, the visi-
tors also feasting on tofo. The singing of chaing will begin while the same
amount of meat is again placed in the vat for cooking. Half way through
their song, this lot of meat is shared; they eat and drink, and begin the
second half of the chaing while a third share of meat, as big as the others
is placed in the vat for cooking. This is shared around at the end of
their song. They eat and drink again and move on to the next house
'which has invited them, and where all prior ceremonies are completed.
The fourth day of comangsa is also known as folong, or the taking
of shares. On this day as each group finishes visiting in the last of the
participating houses, they proceed to pomango for their final sharing of
meat. After all have gathered, strips of fikal bamboo called inegtap are
handed out to all present and are then recollected and counted to get the
exact number of slices needed. The tofotob is then taken from the shelf
en which it had been piled during the previous two days and it is sliced.
Each man's share, uncooked, is tied to his strip of bamboo, and he is
then free to take his topil and go home. On this night, each of the
comangsa, who is not otherwise participating in the chono, kills a chicken.
This night is also termed kofob just as the night before siwag began, be-
cause each of the nafad gathers at pomango's house and spends the night
watching for omens.
12. KETKETAD, or Cutting of the Bindings.
Starting from the house of pomango in the early morning, and
radiating out through the village, the nafaal ceremonially break down
the sanchag, sagcipik, [ansal, and fawel by cutting the bindings with
a head axe, and saying the following short prayer:
Ofachek sik-a ay tinaked si amam- "I unbind you who have been bound
aet maofad si anan-ak sina, fotog, by the old men, so that children here,
manok pacey ya kangonon. pigs, chickens, rice and everything
may be loosed."
In the evening after each household has eaten, again the nafaal go
to each of the houses with challatey and remove the pegs. Water is then
brought from the house and poured on the site where the challatey had
been. The following prayer is said:
In-ikelwagmos anan-ak, fotog, rna- "You spill forth children, pigs,
nok, pacey ya kangonon. chickens, rice and everything."
Husbands and wives are once more allowed to sleep together. They
have been separated since the beginning of suuag,
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13. CONGFO, Cooking of Bones.
Early in the morning the logs which had been used for the challatey
are split for firewood. Each chomno then takes a share of meat and
bones, plus a plate of rice to his ab-aiongaii for sharing with his .co-
members. When eating is finished each of the chomno will leave the
village to take their first bath since the siwag started their afig. There
are four set places for such afig-breaking bathing. Men on this occasion
bathe separately from women.
14. FAKFAKAWAT, or First Outing.
Early in this day, each chomno leaves the village to go to the
mountains. to bring home a load of wood. The wood he collects must
be dry, and he must on no account strip the bark from it as is usually
done before bringing home firewood. In some cases loads of wood were
prepared beforehand by unrestricted relatives, and the chomno only had
to go, shoulder it, and bring it home.
The parents of chomno have their first outing on this day, as this is
their first bathing day since siwag.
In the evening a feasting known as ekkan takes place in each
the chomno households, intending to participate in the events of the next
day. Relatives and co-carabao owners are invited to join in the feasting.
15. OMAPOY, Taking of Fire.
For the next week and more, each day 'sees a group of men with
dozens of small children going to the carabao pasture lands for what
to the children seems just like a picnic, but for the men involved, a
serious ceremony upon which the increase of the carabaos depends. Each
of the pasture lands are divided according to ancient family inheritance,
and each section is now inhabited by a spirit called panad. It is to
this spirit that these field sacrifices are offered. For each of the twenty
or morejJanad there is a small fireplace consisting of three large rocks,
called chalikan. These cooking places are termed fangngaan or aapoyan.
The jJomango is the first to take his group to the fangngaan which
once belonged to his ancestors. About midmorning the assembled group
files out, the leader carrying the lighted onoon from which the fire will
later be started. The anaon will be completely burned at the field, as it
is not necessary to bring it back home. Other men carry pots with
water, rice, and toto. Others carry eight ekep of pig meat. It is a treat
for the children who like to carry .the eight flapping chickens for the
sacrifice.
On arrival the fire is built, water is placed to boil and then the
chickens are beaten to death, and quartered. Following this, the pig meat
is sliced into small portions with one of the older men repeating the
angal prayer. (see Appendix 9).
As the food cooks, a bundle of reeds are brought and cut to two
lengths-the main portion is about five feet long, the rest about three
feet long. A series of slits are cut in the reed in the top nine inches,
and in each of these a little bundle of feathers is placed. These are
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The shorter reeds are distributed to each of the
the chomno has carabao, and are tied in the tree
the fangngaan. The longer reeds are taken home,
in bundles, one on either side of the entrance to
that the requirements of omapoy, have been fulfilled.
eaten at the field, a minimum of eight more
another eight ekep of pig meat are sliced and
prayer is again repeated.
Those chomno who cannot afford the complete apoy ceremony, may
have consod, which is only half the expense. It consists of only the home
sacrifices, and no visit to the pasture lands.
For the poorer families who can neither afford apoy or consod,
they can either join a richer relative having a/Joy, or combine their
resources with those of several other families, and thus have apoy.
Each participating chomno will take home a bundle of nalongnong.
16. TELWAD, or a Completing Sacrifice.
Having completed the apoy a family is free on the following day
to ha.ve the telwad sacrifice. Pomango again leads the way. The fansal
Cllld/or [ausel which had been taken down on the morning of Ketketad
are, first cut into pieces and split, then a pig is brought for killing. The
nafaal are called and they are the ones whose job it is to kill the pig
and perform the following ceremony. Above the losong rice mortar is
hung a flat basket called akiyak. This has an open weave and is normally
used for snail collecting in the rice fields. Upon this is fastened a cross-
piece of wood.
One of the naiaal then takes the head of the pig in his two hands,
and standing so that the mouth of the pig touches the swinging basket
recites the prayer, commonly called [cguseio, but referred to on this occasion
as taladyo. He starts the prayer by saying:
Taladyo, taladyo, natat-aladyo nan "May offspring here and wealth be
canak sina ya loioeb, benefited by the saying' of taladyo,"
(For [eguset» prayer see Appendix 5.)
From this pig, the kinmeb-aso receives the tenderloin, plus one ekep
of other parts of the pig meat. His nafaal companions, and the poma-
patay receive one fatal, a single slice of meat, each. This distribution of
raw pig meat is called ilang. Following this koleng takes place-the eating
of the ears, and other portions of the pig, by the old men. 'Wine is
drunk, and a three fold tacluek complex is performed. They then disperse.
In the evening relatives gather to feast. This is called fab-aleg.
The following morning relatives gather to eat and when they have
finished the old men, including nafaal and pomapatay. gather to eat.
This is called sajosab, as one of the old men will say the safosab prayer,
a generic term which includes the kitib prayer, said on this occasion.
(See Appendix 4). The evening feasting on this day, to which relatives
are invited is termed palagpag. On the following or third day, all close
and distant relatives gather in the evening to eat. A chicken is killed.
On the fourth day, also termed fakfakawat, the husband and wife once
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tbtheir designated bathing places, for another bath. The fifth
nfakfakawat,sees the husband going to the mountains for a
irewood, while his wife is allowed to go to kaingans to get
ad of camote vines for the pig. That evening relatives once
;:tthertofeast and the TeZwad is finished off with a chicken
lC~ .• called ociioy; its accompanying prayer is senga.
s .each family completes their apoy or consod ceremony they are
o begin the Tieluiad, as described above, for the pomango. How-
th~re is one significant addition. Before. the ielioad pig is killed,
h?rrLno will go to the house of pomango and take to his own house
the sacred stone moZing or its accompanying basket, cholaw. Once
aladyo. is said it is free to be taken by any person desiring it for
sa)TIe purpose. Likewise, after five days, when it is time to perform
acif()y, he will again bring home either the moZing or the cholaui,
c;hever he had used for the pig sacrifice. After eating, one ek,gp .of
meat, plus a chicken leg, or half breast, plus two pieces of tofo-the
§h.are of the moZing or cholaui, are taken to the house of pomango, also
known as Zinmebwa, the one who forces out.
!Z., IPLAT, or the Finishing Sacrifice.
When every chomno has completed his telwad, and the moZing and
c.ll'olaw have been returned to pomango, he is free to kill his iplat pig .
.Qld men gather, and after the killing and saying of the inZiweng prayer,
(see. Appendix 6), they each receive a [otol of the raw sliced meat.
j{yyen,!; is sung and feasting takes place. Relatives gather on the follow-
ingnight to take part in the acifoy chicken sacrifice and resultant feast,
which ends the. iplat ceremony.
Through the next three weeks the other participants are free to have
their iplat whenever it is convenient. For three days after the pomango
has completed his iplai, a three day village holiday, teel, is called, during
which no person may leave the village under pain of a fine from the
village council, and failure of crops and health, caused by the anito,
18. IYAG SI FELWAY 81 CHONa, or Finishing of the Chano season.
An iyag is a ceremony in which a group of men from an ab-afongan
go to the mountains to listen to the calls of the ichew bird, from which
omens are received. One or two old men who are adept in hearing and
analysing these calls, go to a place termed Pinola very early in the morning
to get a call. Later a group of men carrying spears, beating shields
and wearing back baskets file up to the old battle grounds on each side
of the villa.ge to listen for another call. U pan the advisability of the
omen will rest the decision they came to the mountains to make. In this
case it is FeZway a proceeding from one "season" to the next. It has been
variously described as changing the village air, and purifying it.
Having reecived an omen, the men who had left with only the noise
of rhythmically beaten shields, now return with a series of high-pitched
ceremonial shouts, ke-e-eui, Back baskets, spears and shields are piled
up at the ab-afongans, and the men either go to catch crabs or mudfish,
or spend the rest· of the day sitting with their companions in the ab.-
afongan.
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The following day is called chain-es and during each meal, all mem-
bers eat at their ab-afongan, their evening meal usually consisting of fish
that has been caught, or canned sardines bought in Bontoc.
The third day is termed [okal, meaning dispersal. This takes place
about midday, when each of the members involved takes home his spear,
shield, and back basket.
19. SACAP·OT, or Bringing together (Termination).
This is the final village holiday, teel. It culminates the entire chono
period, and from the following day, all villagers, apart from those with
specific afig restrictions, may return to their work in the rice fields which
was brought to a stop close to two months before. The Sacap-ot also
celebrates the final pig killed by the pomango on the previous day.
This was also iplat, but was considered the finishing sacrifice of all the
iplat which had been sacrificed by villagers during the previous three
weeks.
20. CONCLUSION.
As far as the village is concerned the chono is now a thing of the
past, but there are yet two ceremonies which remain to be fulfilled
before the burden of certain of the afig restrictions can be removed from
the participants. The first, termed [elkas si rnakmakan is the breaking
of the food aiig, This is accomplished by the cooking of antak black
beans. From then on green vegetables can be eaten, although in some
cases they are cooked outside the house. The second of these ceremonies
is called felkas si [aai, the first visiting to another village. This is accom-
plished by going to Bontoc, usually in company with a group of other
men performing the same felkas. On arrival there, a clay pot is purchased
by each man, placed on his shoulder, and immediately taken back to the
village.
Each family can decide for itself which day is the most auspicious
for the performance of the above [elkas ceremonies, and they usually
take place within a few weeks after Sacap-ot, However pomango and
his household, naiaal, and pomapatay, must keep within the confines of
the village area for at least one year before he can perform the felkas
si [aai, and only then one the most auspicious occasion possible.
FOOTNOTES
1 Until about five years ago only two existed, but a man named Amcicid,
who had the wealth to lead, but was not in one of the two leading families, had
a new topil made, led the chono, and created the third leading line. A man
named Lamay holds the other tapil now.
2 This topil named pot-el is said to bring about a long dry season each time
it is used, thus accounting for the dry spell of December 1960 - February 1961.
3 During the course of the chono any feature which must be discussed, or any
meeting which must be held in relation to the chono, always takes place at Chatal.
No other of Guinaang's six ab-afangans have this privilege.
4 This man, Benedict Omellag Sibfay, was of invaluable assistance as an in-
formant during this period, explaining many features which could not be witnessed
by the writer.
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used in prderence.· to other types; in the event that the
ntainer would not break and the wine be spilt.
fificeiririot connected with a chono c tap ey rice wine is the
~ftyforithe.spirits atthepapatayan and some remains in the
IEit~ 91'1' thy ·w~il: ..·. Ihis• spirit . portion is termed .HlY". 1m-ag o
elatively poor barrio, and although the total number of killings
d .$arabaos, the individual tallies were low.. In .1yIainit, ,just
n a .chono performed February, 1961, there wereoiJIy five
e 'wel'e twenty-five carabaos killed, the leader eight.
revious chono had killed ten.
ldvmen-have often died with the rigors of fasting, staying
s'911. end,'. ancl.the added. danger of disease, with .no bathing
les,.~pd.rotting mea~.on every hand. In the event of t •such
.c?vefed and hidden and the death is not announced until
Ij'YFtoprevent it becoming a bad omen.
light wood. The fruit of this tree is used for fermenting sugar
backbone and upper ribs with heart, Iungs-and .liver
ibfay, (see Note 4) performed the following wedding ceremonies,
;l,alang.Evel~althoughhebelongs .to a family of high social




ifth child in a family of nine children, he could not erect both
(in. the first two Fayas Chona ceremonies), butrwas entitled to
-mil}g-.tl1Y third FayasDhono.
of.jn-awidleft Guinaang on the day oi.T'ottood .to invite-relatives
o; ..))Y$alls y of a head taking foray against GuinaaIlg.andconT
Ilings in 1945, had not been invited to participate in. the fyasts
'The . gesture of friendship was' 'accepted and a small group of
in Guinaang on the appropriate day.
always divided into four set portions:
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which must take place before a
complexity of social division, which is
!df"p:atticijJatidn the Fayas.
ceremony held before lopis for the low class members of
requirements are one chicken, the actual kalang sacrifice,
a pig for the following sacrifice, termed iplat, and a finishing pig sacrifice, termed
tongol. Each pig sacrifice is also followed by its own finishing chicken sacrifice,
termed acijoy,
Singil,
This is the initial ceremony for middle class couples. Its main require-
merits are 'one carabao, or a large pig, with a "following" pig sacrifice onod and
itstongRl,each of the latter having its acijoy chicken sacrifice. After a lapse
of fl:1:>pm qne, year kalang will also be performed.
d. The Kalon.
This is the initial ceremony for upper class couples. Its main requirements
areItwo 'carabaos, onod.. tongol and their respective acijoy: Singil and' kalang will
be performed with a lapse of approximately one year between each.
The kalang is the actual uniting ceremony; a man is not allowed to sleep
with his wife from the birth of their child until this uniting ceremony. In the
case of child betrothal, sometimes practised in high class society, the kalon may
take place at the age of 8-10 years, with the other ceremonies timed so that the
couple are united by the kalang at adolescence.
2. The Lopis Chono.
The lower class, that is, those who only had the kalang in their initial cere-
monies, may be divided into two groups; those who are unable to participate
in the lopis ceremonies, and those who are able to do so. This latter group may
again be divided into those who are able to perform the lapis termed tejek, and
those who can perform the lapis called kinogkocong.
a. The Tefek.
This requires a main pig sacrifice (one pig only), with two "following"
pig sacrifices, onod and iplat, plus the "completing" sacrifice, tongol, each with
its finishing chicken sacrifice, acijoy, There is no ceremonial rice pounding, lefek;
neither is there a vat stand, challatey,
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Kinogkocong.
This requires three pigs for the main sacrifice, plus the onod, iplat and
mentioned above and their respective acifay chicken sacrifices.
ceremony has the.lebkan or long mortar for the ceremonial rice pound-
song called lejek. It also has the wedding song chaing and the
ceremony, in which the young man's dormitory friends procede in line
for eating, each one carrying a flaming torch. They likewise return
dormitory with the torches, before dispersing. The kinogkacang does not
the vat stand, challatey,
e. The Winalo.
This is the highest c1asslopis ceremony. and only persons who have per-
formed the kalon in the initial ceremonies may hold this lopis ceremony. The
minimum number of pigs for sacrifice is the same as in inalcew and finicat, like-
wise, the ceremonies are the same. However one full day is set aside for koskos
and another full day for cutting and placing the ch.allatey, Winala is so named
as eight vats will be used for the cooking of. rice to feed the guests.
d. The Ina1cew.
Only persons who have performed singil in the initial ceremonies can hold
lapis ceremony. The sacrifices and ceremonies mentioned for the finicat are
same for the inalceiu, However a full day is set aside for the cutting and
placing of challatey and for collecting of firewood, koskos. Upwards of six vats
may be used for cooking rice.
c. The Finicat.
This lapis ceremony could possibly be held by a person who has. only per-
formed kalatig in the initial ceremonies, but more frequently only persons who
have also performed singil could afford to hold a finicat ceremony. Four pigs are
required for the main sacrifice plus the usual onod, iplat and tangol pigs and
acifoy chickens. In addition to the ceremonies mentioned above-the lejek, chaing
and panaafona, a challatey is also used. This lapis is so called because the logs
for building the vat stand are cut early in the morning. Two vats may be used
for cooking the rice.
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Appendix 3
Calendar of events in the Guinaang Chono
September and October, 1960.
Sept. 4th Calling of the Maniwag. " 23rd
5th Siwag,and Teet si Sikchod. " 24th
6th Siwag, beginning of Infayo. " 25th Ketketad
7th " ,,' 26th Congfo
8th Koskos " 27th Fakfakawat
9th Salag " 28th Apoy
" 10th Kedkechag " 29th Telwad of Pomango
" 11th " 30th Telwad
" 12th Oct. Ist-Bth
" 13th 9th Ijllat of Pomango
" 14th Challatey " 10th Teel
" 15th Tottood " 11th
" 16th Patpatey " 12th "
" 17th Alin si Mangili " 13th
" 18th Fokal si Mangili " 14th
" 19th I<.ik-ilis si Dian si Nowang. " 15th Iyag si Felway si Chono:
" 20th I<.ik-ilis si Dian. si Fotog. " 16th Cluua-es
" 21st Comangsa 17th Fokal
" 22nd Nov. 1st Sacap-ot,
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KITIB
In-aliwidcha Faglakayan kati Kaficat.
Ayya kecheng kanouiettay, cab-encha nan
anakcha. Ayya ket injacana, "WilY tina-
nemyo, way fafoyyo?""Sana." ':Ayya
mo way anoka pay? Esatakovmamp ay
infen-ag." "Sana pay sinan falok nan
ili:" Ayya ket sincholna .tian. -sin-aci.
Ayya ketchat inmey, pinatpatcha. "Na-
tod-awan tet-euia nan tinanem iapotako,
Siyana nan mamen-agtakos chono."
Ayya ket insawingcha, inyesencliat pinat-
patcha, iniuakascha. Inmonod san kafa-
faiyancha.Kaman inkamanay manguiak,
Lntinep-alena. Ayyan ket chat aces insa-
wingay sin-acis san chamacanclui. Ayya
ket chat ch ouiaLadlachan, AJlya ket chat
chowa iltang nan torigachancha. AYJ1a
inligwat nan esa. "Ayya ket inmaafaya
nan tongachantas na:" Tnsacong kan
kafafaiyancha, "Focauram nan kafayfay-
taka, ta infaceyfeyyos anoka sokotako:"
Ayya ket anoka [inocauiancha san kafay-
[ayaha. Amancha pay ces inkakching.
Ninsacongcha. N ginaweyancha nan nin-
saknitancha. Malikes nan ngonon, anan-
ak, pacey, fotog, omat .nan manok, Ay-
Jla ket infakelfelchad Cafel. Ayya ket
inp aeyclia, insiningalencha, nalpakan nan
fakayfayen, tinmocawi.
Ayya ket ab-afoyancha, "Tomocawi tet-
ewaanan-ak sina, Ayyaaset mangastan-
tanka kayet;" Y a satias olitaocha ay
Lomawig, "Naay san anoka pay lebkan
apoyo ay nalaetan:" Lnacamidcha, in-
il-ilil-in san inlefek. Chowan map ayo-
kong san ohanomna. Alancha san oha-
laycha, chowancha taoken. Ayya ket ka-
na insacongcha, nacotong nan chalay-
chao "Aset ]Jay mangastantas nan cipis-
tas na:"
Ayya ket inacamidcha nan felfel. Inkem-
achancha, manangalclia. A;y;ya ket in-
Faglakayan and Kaficat are becoming
related through the marriage of their
children. He said,"Do you have a sugar
caniplantation, do you have pigs ?"
'.'There are." "Do you have wine?"
Let's also have drinks for the guests."
"It is there in the valley of the village."
He sent the brothers and they went and
cut the cane. "The cane fields of our
ancestors are well matured. This will
be our drink supply in the feast,"
They stood one on-either 'side of the
field, bent down and cut the cane. They
worked day and night. Their sister fol-
lowed them. .'She speedily stripped the
bark, and threw the pieces aside; They
stood one on either side ati the base of
the mill. They began to clean it. They
made a canal in the wall for their tonga-
chan. One of them started. "Our tonga-
chan is leaning out of position." He
turned to his sister, "Shout to our neigh-
bours to transfer our milling place." They
shouted for them. They each took a
load. They looked back. They planted
tender shoots in the place where they
stripped cane. May everything be round-
ed up, children, rice, pigs and chickens.
They carried it on to Cafe1. As they
put it down everything was in a jumbled
pile & filled the milling place, like a
tocawi rain protector.
They commented, "May our children
truly become as this mound. What shall
we do about the mil1." And here comes
their uncle Lomawig, "Here is the long
mortar of· your ancestors, it is sooty."
They brought it, they moved together
as they pounded. The juice of the cane
begins to gather. They get their wine
jar, and lade! the juice into it. They
look behind them, their wine jars were
multiplied as stones in a rocky place.
"What about the milling of the pounded
pith here?"
They brought a young pine tree, cut and
set it in its place, However it didn't
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eadeaehed. Inwal-inehas san afoyowan-
chao Ayya ket inisehon olitaocha nan
choloehogna ay pangalin-awin. Ayya ket
kana law a, iniyalieha kem-achancha, rna-
Hangaleha ay sikch.ochencha. "Ayya ig
'inyad.yach ang" ab-aioyancha. Yomma-
ehan tet-etua ay anan-ak ya, fotog ya
kangonon.
Ayya kecheng kana payyay kinuianina,
"AYJla naay aees nascetan nan cipistakos
na ya. Isaalmo kafafaiyan nan inamong-
takas naya, ta eng]:a ehaieha manganen,
ta akonenmi nan ehalaytako ta eneymis
ajoyotuantako:"
Ayya insaal kafafaiyaneha nan inamong-
eha. Ayya ket wagwaeena nan faloneha
ya nan fofoleha, walaeana chaicha. Si-
memetchaclia nasauralan. Ab-afoyaneha
"Masawalan singonon."
AYj1a ket kanan ees olitaoeha ay Lorna-
wig, "Ay ta eyak ad ilan san sin-aeiyay
mangafoyos san anoka liniuiestako;" Ay-
ya inmey. "Ajlya mo man nal-oto sa?"
Kanancha, "AJlj1a igkami man nasolapan
si walon alceur, walon lafiyan, ya igkami
lawa nasolapan, tay sik-a nan segseg-
ehenmi. Aka ad man ta isoblim ta
faokem ta ... ss Ayya ket alana san cha-
laychat inchemangena [inaurekna.
Ayya ket lnalana san edpay, inlom-ognas
nan esa. Tnpaylcatna nan langas, mange-
lobna. AYj1a ket ln-okatna nan chino-
chokauma ay mema, inlom-ognas na esa.
Ayya keckengay intangad sisan sofan san
aeamangeha. Intatayon san panikiyay
paykatena. "Siyana nan mangalobko tay
kamjonyanak, Mcjengchaan nan folan,
esaak segchen:" Nafengehaan nan [o-
lan, nakanalisang nan eayangnas nan mo-
lingan. Ayya ket tet-etua anoka, ig in-
wigwieamig nan cayang olitaocha. Ayya
feet inmalis san aeamangeha.
Tnmeyet tinangtangana, iniskepna nan
inaacipitna ay tailna, lokijena nan ka-
lobna. Ayya ket simsimaneha nan likes-
na, nasasehaal. "Engkayot manallatey,"
N aligwat nan sin-ad, yinaehangeha nan
uiasaycha, inmeychad Fotfotto.
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move freely. They laid it aside· at the
milling place. Their uncle showed them
a pole of pangalin-awin wood. They
brought it, cut it, set it in place and
pushed it. "It freely moves up and
down," they commented. May our chil-
dren here, pigs, and everything move
freely.
"He said, "Our pounded pith is squeezed
completely dry. Sister, take home the
people we have gathered here in order
to feed them, as we will be carrying
our jars to the cooking place."
Their sister took the gathered people
home. She served out their food and stew,
and served them. Each was more than
satisfied. "There is more than enough
of everything," they commented.
Said their uncle Lomawig, "I'm going
now to see the brothers who are cooking
our cane juice." So he went. "Is that
not yet cooked?" They said, "We are
tired out, for eight days and nights we
have tired waiting for you, come now
and dip out the juice so that. .. " So
he straightway took their wine jars,
placed one on each side and dipped it
out.
He took some fruit of the edpay tree,
and put it in one of the jars. He tore
off a langas, and covered it. He took
out what he had placed in his hip bag-e-
betel nut, and put it in a jar. Thenhe
looked up to the side of his granary, a
bat was hanging there. He tore off the
wings. "This is what I will use' as a
cover, as I am all-powerful. At half
moon you can expect me to return."
When it was half moon, there was the
nose of his spear as it embedded itself
in a stone. Truly their uncle's spear
vibrated. He came to their granary.
He went and knocked out the doorstop,
took inside the gourd, which he had car-
ried under his arm, and removed the
jar covers. He tasted the contents,it
was good hard wine. "Go and make
the vat stand." The brothers started,
and holding their axes across their shoul-








nan lotueb:" Ayya ket kana-
Salngencha nan pootia . .Ch.al-
lateychas cauiana, tangencha nan ocho-
.na, pacliekcha nan pnngana. AJlya ket
insaalchas .sa~ Karnaligcha. Cauns nan
nangicheplatancha. Ayya kecheng payye-
tay, "As et etacentasna ya." Ayya ket
sijochancha nan asott kajajaiyancha. Ay-
ya kechengetay inmeycliad Finayowan.
Ayya ket inpayebyeb nan asoch.a. AYJw
inmeych a.
"Ayya' key [aken sa tay inyafayab nati
kolengna, incinasil nan sakcodna:". Cini-
ya.kchlf nan asocha, infaakcha san anoka
'[aakna. Ayya kei kano ig inpayebyefay
inngongo nan asocha.
Lnmeycha, liksencha, inelsfana nan sole
[onay anoka atimolangen, "Siya sa tiati
paalan. olitaota, tay inngitangil." Ayya
ket alanchat kano san panaj«. Ayya nin-
chosnocancha.
Ayyakecheng payyetay anoka, finakona-
chana nan chowan pangomaan.
"Fakonacharn tet-euiay louieb:". Ayya
kecheng [elyacanchad .finayotuan. 'f.i\la-
malontatet-ewas nan lapis:" .Ayyake-
cheng payyetay, "Aut [atatailtas . na:".
Alaencha nan kayajas, mamatatoilclia.
Tn-iptit, infachengcha. "Naay kay chad-
lo nan anoka, .anaychosay cawis si ifa-
taioilta." Ayya ket namataunlclui. Lnria-
tociil. Lnsaalchas nan Kamaligcha.
Ayya ket kano lawa .mangavyengcha.
Ayyakey ig l achi incangesna. Ayya ka-
nanettnan kaiaiaiyancha, ;,"Ayya keche-
ligetay,engkayot ona fegwawannan ano-
ka .. chonos .na:"
Ayya .kechengay, alanclia nan afongot
kafafaiyancha inmeychas Layocan. Ayya
ketikano laura aces, amancha nanijid
n(i,ngipol."lvIangipol tei-etua nan ano-
katas na, chonouienta;" Ayyarkecheng
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Their ..uncle followed them, "Oh you're
just considering ayoung pine tree which
isn't worthwhile. Over there is a well
developed .'tree.rwith cones and grey
lichen, so that you will become very grey
headed." Sathe brothers went and
chopped it,' it fell to the ground and
filled two kaingans. "May they acquire
many riches." They walked along it.
"I'heyvused the base for pitch pine, the
middle for their vat stand, the top for
the base. of their vat stand, the branches
for pegs. They took .it home to Karnalig.
The setting up of it was good. "And
now to get our meat supply." They put
a lead on their sister's dog and went to
Finayowan.
The dog began to bay. They went.
"That's not the one because it flaps
its ears, and its horns are curved."
They called. off the dog, and went over
to the other side of the mountain. The
dog again began to bay.
They went, and encircled it, the dog
had cornered a soljon which was atimo-
langen; "This is what our uncle sent
usto get because it is inngitangil:" They
got apiece of.panafa wood, and beat
into it.
ILfill~d, .two kaingans.
"May you block all wealth coming your
way." They butchered it, and found
rice inside. "TIllS will truly be our food
supply' in the feast." "Let's get our
carrying bar now." They got wood from
the guava tree, and made a carrying bar.
I t smelled badly, so they laid it aside.
"Here is some anaychos wood, which is
good for a carrying bar." They made
one. It was bowed with the weight.
They took it home to Kamalig. They
sang the ayyeng. It didn't ring out at
all. Their sister said, "Go first and say
the fegwew for the feast."
They took their sister's afongot, and they
went to Layocan, They also proceeded
to make thread and roll it into a ball.
"May the ones we are marrying be
'wound'<e-as a ball." They went to the
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payyetay inmeychas nan fafadngancha.
Ayya ket namatangcha. Ayya ket tinmak-
wad, inmeychas nan esach.ancha. Ayya
ket pinagpacancha nachekyang. Ayya ket
[inrnaakcha. Ap-ap ongolan. nan ichetu-
aha nan alirnocauien, Ayya fegwasen nan
tapina, lafayen nan tap ina, chaecen nan
tap ina. Ayya ket kinmay-atcha. AYJ1a
ket namiiiligchas nan Chalimono.
Ayya kechengetay, inmeychas nan anak
si Imasla. Fenyakencha chaicha, ayya
ket kano naikolit ad tag-ey san mameg-
wewchas anoka lop is. Ayya kecheng pay-
yetay anoka pay.
"Cichotuena nan afongtako."
"Naay tet-etua ay finegwawancha ya,
chomakalcha ya, somaalcha ya." M afo-
kalcha. "Esam sacongen nan chono,"
Inmalichad anoka Ciwang. Ayya ket
nangiyagcha. Ayya ket cichowena nan
atolcha. Ayya ket kano law a anoka ab-
afoyaan kafafaiyancha chaicha, "San
mamegwewchasas nan chono:" Ayya ket
sinmaalchas Layocan. Ayya kechengetay
saejencha nan [inakolch a.
Ayya ayacancha nan kafafaiyancha..Ma-
mayaongencha ya mangapngoyenchas nan
maolyong. Sinilong nan kaomiliyencha
chlch.a. Iyammacha nan fatokalcha ya
nan [ouiayacha. Insilongcha nan kaomi-
liyencha. "Ayya kecheng pay naay na-
saeb, Sinaebta nan [inakalta, sacongen-
ta chadlo san chonota;" Ayya ket pay
inmeychas san ajongcha. Ayya ket rna-
ngayyengcha, inpayayeng. "Siya na nan
iluieb nan ipocaui," Ayya kecheng pay-
yetay anoka.
"Entat mangil-iliyen nan caeb nan ano-
kas na, caeb nan kitib," Eneynas nan
Ifaney, Ifatad. Eneynas nan Lobwacan.
"Ay ne man nan itaasuiasmo?" "Kitib,"
Ayya kecheng iyalinas nan T'englayan,
Saklit.
"Ay ne pan sa?" "Kitib nan iuiastuas-
ko:" Maktifan nan fangacha, alotencha,




they were piled up.
hunting place. They hit pr~y
with a piece of wood and it burst open.
They then went to the other side of the
mountain. Their omen birds were flock-
ing a huge rock. Some gave the fegwas
omen, some the lafay omen, and some
the chaeg omen. They climbed up and
followed the ridge of Chalimono.
They went to the children of the Masla
people, and drew their attention by shout-
ing. The saying of the fegwew left a
mark in the air.
"It will vibrate our house." "This is
truly the saying of their fegwew, they
have gone out and gone home." They
dispersed. "You get back to the feast."
They came to Ciwang, and shouted. It
vibrated the walls of their resting place.
Their sister commented about them,
"These are the ones who say the fegwew
at the feast." They came home to La-
yocan. They fulfilled the requirements
for the enemy they had taken.
They called their sister, and placed on
her shoulders the fayaong blanket; on
her head the olyong head beads. Their
fellow villagers pressed about them.
They made their arm bands and necklaces.
The villagers pressed in to see. "Now
we have completed the ceremonies for
the enemy we took, let's get back to
the feast." They went to their house
and sang their ayyeng. The sound of it
carried afar. "This is valuable as people's
wealth."
"Let's go and take the kitib from vil-
lage to village." He took it to the
people of Faney, Fatad, and then to
Lobuagan. 'What is this that you are
taking from place to place?" "Kitib:"
He brought it to Tenglayan and Saklit.
"Whatever's that?" "It's the kitib I'm
taking around." Their pots, split wood,
and everything were benefited by the
kitib. He came to Masici.
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"Masigsici nan anan-ak kanos na ya nan
fotog, nan manok, nan pacey," Eneynas
nan anoka Ablot. Makionotchas nan
kegsel, makionotchas nan ipocaw,maki-
onotchas nan fotog, makionotchas nan
manok, kangonon,
Eneynas nan Chomaleg, maid cetken nan
Chomalecay,igchat iskal .nan kakinegsel-
cha ya kafinaknangcha. Ikay-atnas nan
Aafatan. Oschongona pay nan anoka
apon Fookan ad Patyayan. Payew nan
Kayongyongati nan mafegfegwawan.
"Esami pan anokakakataw-an nan caeb
nan kitib, iyak-aklobmis nan anoka feg-
wew.'J)
Ayya kecheng anoka inmalis nan Fina-
kal. "Isaichingkos nan palotan, achiyak
katocing sinan kangonon. Ayya ket sa-
mit anoka iyakleb nan anoka kitib sinan
fegwew. Mafegfegwawan nan ngonon.
Ayya ket maktifan nan acamangcha alo-
tencha,"
Ayya inmalichat sinan Lalanfan.
"Sino pay nan manawat sin a?"
"Ay tay pet nan aap-on},iladney, aap-
on Licho, aap-oti Wakioak, siya chana
nan aap-oti Cliacomay:" "Chakami pay
nan mangipacagcaeb sinan fegwew. Pa-
yewmid Amfaciwanay achikaml kaplosan.
Siya nan mangipacabcab-amnis nan feg-
wew.
Fegtuetu an kitib maktifan nan acamang-
mi, mafegwawan nan payeuimi, nan con-
gomi, nan anan-ak,"
"Eneymi kayyet sinan inacowab. Ay ig
"man kano ces kegsel nan cha anoka Ka-
[ab, ancha anoka Faw-ingan, anclia ano-
ka Chinalpan, ancha anoka Micingan, ig
alia rnakekegsel;"
"Lnkekegsel nan anan-ak, nan afongcha
ya nan kangonon," "Ay intinawidta na."
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"May the children here, pigs.vchickens
and rice be •as the undulations vof rice
on the sorting tray. "He took it to
Ablot. They 'draw their 'strength to-
wards them, they. draw their people,they
draw their pigs, they draw their thickens
and everything.
He took it to Chomaleg. They, don't
know anything at Chomaleg, they just
boast of their wealth and their bravery.
He took it up to Aafatan. He looked
down upon the descendants of Fookan
at Patyayan (Mainit). The fields of the
people at Kayongyongan are continually
having fegwew said' for them. "Let's say
right now the prayer of kitib to pair
with the [egiuetu,' ' '
He came to Finakal. "1 will lean it
against the lime stone. 1 will not sue-
cumb to anything. Let us pair the
kitib to the fegwew. May everything
to benefited by the fegwew. May their
granaries and split fuel be increased by
the kitib:"
They came to Lalanfan. "Who will re-
ceive it here?" Ah, it, will be the des-
cendents of Madno, Lichey and Wakwak,
these are the descedants of Chacomay."
"We are the ones who will have the
fegwew said. We do not lose a single
crop from our terraces at Amfaciwan,
That is why we keep having the [eguieu.
said. Fegwew and kitib, benefit our
granaries, terraces" pig pens, and chil-
dren."
"Let's take it also to the ones who live
below, who are brave. The families of
Kafab, Faw-ingan, Chinalpan and Micin-
gan, are the strong ones."
"May our children, houses and every-
thing be strong." "May this serve, as
an inheritance."
Pakchelmis nan Paliwakay sikal, insik-
sikal nan ngonon, kegsel, inkekegsel, nan
anan-ak, Pakchelmis. nan Faangay teng-
Our pakchel spirits, at Paliwak who
increase, increase everything, 'who





intetengnen nan anan-ak ya int~teng­
nan [angacha, acamangcha.
sik-a payyay [olan, alceui, ad La-
ya ad Aplay si in-ek-ekanam: Sik-a
saejanmid Fato, ad Saklang sina J1a
ad Pongngad, ad anoka Ciwang, marne-
feyafeykayo ta anoka incacacab-an si cab-
cab-anmis na.
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pakchel spmts at Faang who are cool,
make "cool" our children their jars and
their granaries.
Moreover moon and sun, may your de-
vouring places be to the West and to
the East. You also, spirits at the vil-
lage entrances at Fato, Saklang, Pong-
ngad and Ciwang, erect your barriers
against intruders, that what we are say-
ing here may be fulfilled.
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Appendix 5
FEGWEW
San sin-ad ay ipocaui, inpatanedcha nan
an-akcha. Pay-encha nan chonodno.
"Enta man anokas sa manallatey," Isa-
alcha nanchallateycha. "Aset etacen-
takos sa." Iligwatcha nan asacha. In-
meychas nan ponchagchad Finayouian,
Itip ayebyeb nan asocha, fomeskal nan
anopan. nan asocha. "Faketi sa tay ngila-
ngil nan [ab-ana." Akiyencha na asocha,
ifaakchas nan [aakna. Ln.payeb yeb nan
asoch a, [omeskal nan inanopati nan aso-
chao "Siya sa nan paalan. olitaota, tay
inyafayab na ingana, inmoliyek nan rna-
iana, inkimakim nan sakcodna,
N al-os inkay-atnas nan Panafal. Los-
ocliana, [inmakonad. Finakonachana nan
sirip analolocan, Linmayogchay sin-aci ta
[ekjekencha. Foksacancha, finayowanet,
"Siya sa ta way mamalontas nan chono,"
Inkelwagcha nan etagcha. Sinmikag nan
etagcha, pinnona nan sin panalolocan.
I n-anapchas fatawilcha, sigjatencha nan
kayafas. "Faketi sa tay incheklas," Sig-
fatencha nan anaychos. Inligwatcha nan
fatawilcha ay anaychos, nayoos nan
anaychos. "At mayoos nan canak ya
nan louieb," Et infatawilcha nan etag-
aha, jinayoclia. Insaalchas .nan choksol-
chao
Infachengcha nan etagcha [inayoclia
matigayyengclia, achi incanges. Ke-
chengay kanan inancha, "Etigkayot feg-
wawan na:" Kechengay maligwat nan
sin-aci, paykatencha nan afongos kaja-
faiyancha. Alaencha nan lomyangcha,
ichakalchas Layocan, Kechengay mani-
[idcha, naip ol nan pinkelcha. "Nganoya
rnaip ol nan chonouienta," Pagpacancha
nan chalitangtang, nachekyang, Inmey-
chas nan fafadngancha, namatangclia,
tinmakwad nan pinatangcha. "At to-
makwad nan canak ya nan lotueb,"
The two brothers, began the wedding
ceremonies of their children. They
started the chona feasting. "Let's go
and bring home the vat stand." They
brought home the vat stand. "And now
for our meat supply." They began with
their dog. They went to their grazing
ground at Finayowan. Their dog began
to bay. The animal which their dog
routed came out. "It's not that, because
it has tusks." They called off their dog
and went to the other side of the moun-
tain. The dog bayed, and the animal
it routed came out. "That's what our
uncle sent us for, because its ears are
flapping, its eyes are bright and its
horns are curved.
It went away and climbed to Panafal.
They killed it; it collapsed. It occupied
one whole valley. The brothers climbed
down to butcher it. They opened the
inside and it was full of rice. "This
will be our rice supply for the feast."
They laid out their meat supply. It in-
creased until it filled the whole valley.
They looked for their carrying bars.
They downed a guava tree. "Not this
because it's smooth." They felled an
anaychos tree. They started with their
carrying bars bent with the load. "May
they be 'loaded down' with children
and possessions." They carried home
their meat and rice supply and placed
it in their house.
When it was set down they sang the
ayyeng, but it did not resound. Their
mother said, "Go and say the feg-
wew." The brothers started, tore off
the afongos of their sister. They made
thread and rolled it into a ball. "Those
whom we are wedding will probably be
'rolled.''' They beat their chalitangtang
and it split open. They went to the
place where they usually set down their
loads, and placed them down. They
piled up. "May their children and pos-
sessions be piled high." They viewed the
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Cholyongancha nan ichewcha, lafayen
nan. tapina, chaecen nan tapina, fegwa-
sen nan tapina. Komay-atchas nan eelsa-
chancha. "Nakna nan tinakchegta. Nga-
noya makna nan canak ya na louieb,"
Comchangchas nan Chalimono. Echa-
sanchas olitaocha, "Sak-en chiyay makila-
[eyak an chakayo, inlafeykayo, ya in la-
[eyak. Engkayo ta lalanyo nan [osolyo,"
Lnrneychas nan [aakna, lalayancha nan
fosolcha, ay I machengla. Isopichakcha
nan falescha. Kecheng mangelyacha.
N aikolit ad tag-ey, maieltelcey nan Iota.
Inmalichad Chalimono, nangelyachad
Chalimono, maikolit ad tag-ey, mateltel-
cey nan Iota. I nmalichas Pat ok, nangel-
yachas Patek, naikolit nan elyachad tag-
ey, makiskisol nan atol.
Linmayogchad Saklang, nangelyachad Sa-
klang. .Makiskisol nan atol, nateltelcey
nan Iota, maikolit ad tag-ey, Kankanan
inacha, "Snnacha tet-etua nan sin-aciyay
mamegwew sinan chono," Somaalchas
Layocan, Iniyammacha nan lauiicha, lin-
mongchawi nan lawicha. Iniyammacha
nan fakwalcha, sinmilet nan taklaycha.
Iniyammacha nan fowayacha, cinomtang
nan kegkeg-euicha. Infayaongecha kafa-
faiyancha. Sisilongena nan kaomiliyen-
chao "Nakna nan fegwew sisa, namakal-
takos sa. Sacongentakot san chono,"
Omeych.as san ajongcha, mangayyengcha.
Incanges nan ayyengcha. "Ay entakot
mangil-iliyen san caeb san kitib:"
Eneychas nan Iianey, Iyalichas nan Ifa-
tad, iyalichas nan I chomalig. Omalis
nan Lobuiacan, omalis nan Itenglayan,
omalis nan Isaklit, omalis nan Masici.
"Masigsici nan canak ya nan kangonon:"
Omalichas na Abnot, omonot chanas nan
canak, ya omonot chanas nan loweb.
Ikay-atchas nan Chomaleg, iibtaad cha-
ton a kachinakelcha, iibtaad chanan ka-
kinegselcha. Komay-atchas nan Afatan,
oschongana nan Chontocan sinan Patya-
yan. Igchangnas nan ap-oti Angeiyaw
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omen birds. Some were givmg the lafay
omen, some the chaeg and some the tes-
was omen. They climbed to their shout-
ing place." Our standing here is suffi-
cient. The children and possessions will
probably be sufficient."
They went along to Chalimono. Their
uncle reached them. "It was I who
shouted with you. When you called out,
I called out. Go and arouse your ene-
mies." They went to the other side and
aroused their enemies, the people of Ma-
chengla. They laid flat the enemy taken
for revenge. They shouted their victory
call. It made a mark above, the earth
shook. They came to Chalimono. They
shouted at Chalimono, it was marked
above, the earth shook. They came to
Patok, shouted at Patok. It marked
above, the stones of the wall knocked
against each other.
They descended Saklang. They shouted
at Saklang. The stones of the wall
knocked against each other, the earth
shook, it was marked above. Their
mother said, "This is truly the brothers
who are saying- the fegwew for the feast."
They came home to Layocan. They
made their arm bands. They fitted tight-
ly. They made their necklaces, they sat
well on their chests. They placed the
fayaong blanket on their sister. She was
an attraction to their fellow villagers.
"The fegwew there is sufficient, we have
taken our revenge. Let's get back to
the feast." They go to their house and
sing the ayyeng. It rings out. "Let's
take the kitib prayer from village to
village."
They take it to the people of Faney.
They bring it to the people of Fatad,
and Chomalig. It goes to Lubuagan,
and to the people of Tenglayan, and
Saklit. It goes to Masici. "May the
offspring and everything be as the un-
dulating of the rice-sorter's tray." They go
to Abnot. These are they who pull back
their offspring, and their possessions.
They take it up to Chomaleg. These
here are they who are proud of their
wealth, and proud of their strength.
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sinan Fatyangan. Saichingna nan palo-
tana a)' napacatan )'a naojanan.
"At maojanan .nan ch.onourenyo," Somo-
pang sinati Lalanfan. Sagsacangena nan
langeb, "Sino san manad-atuat sinan
caeb nan fegwew ya na kitib ?" Tomfal
chadlo nan ap oti Madney, nan Licho
nan Sacomay, "Chakami nan comacalin-
saechaii ay kakachangyan, chonchono-
uienmi nan an-akmi kakataui-anmi nan
caeb nan fegwew, ya nan caeb nan kitib,"
"Majegunuuan nan anan-ak, majegura-
wan nan fotog, mafegwawan nan payew,
)/a mafegwawan nanacamangcha. Min-
kitim nan acamangcha, minkitlni nan
congocha. M asol-ejan nan congocha,
omanet-et nan kocongcha."
Tp aytokmos nan Inacowafay mamakeg-
sel," Tinomjal nan Pacawed, nan Chi-
nalpan, nan Faw-ingan. "Chakami nan
mamakegselay, incagcaebkamis nan tss-
wew sinan inatag-ey,' "Pakchelmis nan
Paliwakay kegsel ya sikal, sotnikal nan
megmecati si anan-ak sina, macatiak si
anan-ak sina. Pakchelmis nan Faangay
tengnen, Intetengnan nan kangonon,'
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They go to Afatan, and look down on
Chontocan at Patyayan (Mainit). He
takes it to the descendants of Angciyaw
at Fatyangan. He leaned against a piece
of lime stone with projections covered in
lichen.
"May the ones you are feasting become
grayheaded." He goes over to Lalanfan.
He faces towards Cangeb. "Who will
receive the kitib and fegwew?" The
descendants of Madney, Licho and Sa-
comay answered, "Weare the ones who
are thecomacalinsaechan of the rich,
we feast our children and say the fegwew
and kitib."
"May children, pigs, ricefields and their
granaries be benefited by the fegwew.
May the boards of their granaries and
the stones of their pigpens fit tightly
together. May their pens be filled with
pigs, and their coops with chickens."
"You take it to those who dwell below,
the strong ones." The families of Pa-
cawed, Chinalpan and Faw-ingan an-
swered, "Weare the strong ones who
continually say the fegwew for those
who live above." Our pakchel spirits
at Paliwak, who are strong and give in-
crease, the things fed by the children
here, and the offspring of the children
here. Our pakchel spirits at Faang, who





Sin-aciyay ipocaui chinokawcha nanLaeg-
cha, inmeychas natimoch.an chanom, Ay-
ya inmalichad Faluuen, [inog-isancha.
Inmoskok nan fotog, inmalokiyek nan
manok, Inrnalich ad Caiua, [inog-isanchad
Cawa. Inmoskok nan fotog nan Irnali-
yokan, Inmalokiyek nan manok nan
I maliyokan.
Inmalid Paling [inog-isanch a. I nrnoskok
nan fotog san Lcensaahan, Inmalokiyek
nan manok san Ipaingan. Ifat-ilnas
san Kalauiitan, oschonganas inanad Sa-
cap a. Ayya pinmaytok injacana, "Ayki
way fotogyo. Ayya sanas fotogmiyay
nap aui-ingan, As pay manokyo, sanas
manokmi ay nasangcicitan. As pay onas-
yo, sanas onasmis nan falok nan oma-
miyay .natod-auian,"
Inacipit san sin-aci nan siniwangancha
enchat chinolyongan, Ayya key natod-
awan tet-ewa. Ayya kecheng kano pay-
,'ay. Inyesen san sin-acipatpatencha.
Inmonod si kafafaiyancha. Ayya kecheng
kano payyay, chowa naowakan ya ka-
chinnuuakal nan inouiakana. Ayya in-
wakascha kano payya. Lnsacongcha, na-
sengwel nan inlingsawayancha. "Mo-
sengwel san ajan san anan-ak sina."
Pinrnatongcha, igtangcha san chama-
cancha, ladlachancha. Insacongcha in-
mafaya san liruullacliancha. Finocauian-
cha nan kafayfaycha. Tnatoteycha, In-
neychad Cafe lay socoti ap ocha. Inja-
chengcha. Linamagna nan ingan nan
amocauien, "Lamlamacen si anan-ak ya
kangonon," Ayya kecheng kano payyay.
"As pay inlebkantakos sa." Ayya inaca-
rnidcha nan lebkati apocha nalaetan.
Petipenanclias nan otias. Ayya kechengay
inchokalliclia ay inlefek. Ayya ket cho-
wa mapayyokong, Ayya chowachat tao-
ken. Chowan mapno nan chalayclia.
The two brothers put their laeg in their
hip bags and went to the gathering of
the water. They came to Faliwen, and
sprinkled wine. The pigs grunted and
the chickens clucked. They came. to
Cawa and sprinkled wine, the pigs of
the Maliyokan people grunted and their
chickens clucked.
They came to Paling and sprinkled wine.
The pigs of the Censachan (Bontoc)
people grunted and the chickens of the
Paingan people clucked. He branched.
off to Kalawitan, and looked down on
his mother at Sacapa. He descended and
said to her, "You don't have any pigs
do you? There is our pig with well
developed tusks. What about your chick-
ens? There are our chickens with well
developed spurs. What about your sugar
cane? There is fully grown sugar cane
in the shaded part of our field."
They put the necessary tools under their
arms, and went and viewed it. It was
definitely fully grown. The brothers
bent down and cut the cane. Their sis-
ter followed them. The bark of the cane
was becoming stripped off and the pre-
pared cane was lying in jumbled heaps.
They worked day and night. They looked
back, the place where they had been
working was cluttered. "May the carry-
ing blankets of our children here be
crisscrossed."
They sat down and fitted together the
base of their mill.
They began crushing. They looked back,
the crushed cane was piled up. They
shouted for their neighbours, and trans-
Ierred it to Cafel, their ancestors cook-
ing place. They put it down and it rose
to the top of the huge rock. "May chil-
dren, here and everything be continually
rising." "What about a pounding place
here?" They went to get the long mortar
of their grandparents which was dirty
through disuse. They filled it with sugar-
cane, and swayed together as they pound-
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They performed the nanga ceremony and
the cane juice flowed freely. Their jars
became filled. He also said, "Go and
feed the people we have gathered here.
We are going to boil the juice. Suppose
you go and feed them."
They brought a small pine tree and set
it in place. They knocked it and it wob-
bled. They put it aside and brought a
ridge pole of their ancestors, •made of
pangalin-awin. They put it in position,
and pushed it. It moved freely up and
down. "May children here, and every-
thing move freely up and down."
The people were easily satisfied. There
was much left over of their meal of mixed
rice and camote. They were working
industriously when their uncle came. "It's
cooked, isn't it? .Why don't you dip it
out?" "Come then and relieve us and
dip it out. Weare fatigued by working
eight days and nights." His uncle came
and dipped it out.
He took the edpay berries which he had
been carrying under his arm, and he
put it in one jar. Covered it with the
usual banana leaf cover. He took some
betel nut and put it in one. He looked
up to the granary of his ancestors and
saw a bat hanging there. He ripped off
its wings. This what he covered it with.
Kamfonyan also said, "Don't you taste
this lot till half moon." When it was
half moon, Lomawig came. He just
knocked his spear against a smooth stone
and it embedded itself. This is surely
Kamfonyan - he stuck his spear into
a rock, it vibrated.
"May children here and everything be
vibrant." He took his wine gourd from
under his arm. He raised the lid of one
he had covered and tasted it. It is good
hare! wine, "This i~ what we will use
4 S;':UUU;V; ;' ;';"PLL''; i~ ""~ juice began to come out. They
to dip it out. Their jars became






pl2,ngalin-llwJin ya. Ayya siya san ikem-
Ya kecheng kano payyay.
sikchochencha kano pay ya inyad-
yachang. "Ayya yomachang si anan-ak
sina '.ya kangonon;"
Ayya nanangacha kano pay ya titinyaak
nan chanomna. Chowan mapno nan
chalaych:a. Ayya kecheng kano payyay.
Kinwanina . kano pay ces, "Engkayot
manganen nan inamongtakos sa, ta eng-
kami naajoyotuen, Engkayo manet ma-
nganen nan inamongtakos sa."
Ya kasi memetcha nan inamongcha.
Faloncha ay inakad, san folfolcha nasa-
walan. Ayya kecheng kano payyay. Ay~
ya inmalialinebnebcha. Sanas alitaocha.
"Ayya nal-oto man sa, enyo ad-i fao-
ken?" "Aka mampay ta isoblim ta
faokem tay nasolapankamis nan walon
alcetu, walon Lajiyan:" Ayya kecheng
alan olitaona, ya [aokena.
Alana san inacipitna ay edp ay, Hom-
ognas nan esa. Kalojean chadlos nan
falat. Ayya kecheng kano payyay. Ala-
na san merna, ilom-ognas nan esa ya.
Ajlya intangad sinan acamang apocha.
Ayya intatayon nanpaniki. Ayya in-
paykatna nan payakna. Siya san manga-
lobnas na esa. Kinwanin kano ces Kam-
[onyan, "Achiyo man ces simsimsiman ta
mafengchaan nan folan." Ayya nafeng-
chaan nan [olan, sana kano ces si Loma-
wig. Ayya nakanalisang nan cayangnas
nan moling. Ayya napapket kanos nan
molingan, Kamjoyan pet na tay pomket
nan cayangnas nan moling, inwikwika-
uiik,
"Womikawik si anan-ak sina ya kango-
non." Ayya kecheng kano payyay, ala-
nas nan inacipitna ay tailna. Ayya ke-
cheng kano ces lokifena san kinalobna,
simsimana, nasaschaal, "Ayya siya manet
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The brothers put their axes over their
shoulders and went totheplace where.
they usually put their vatstands. They
discussed a small pine tree which was
apepa.· Their uncle followed them. "Not
that one. There - in the valley, the one
with cones, and well matured." "May
children here be fruitful, may they ac-
quire the most valued possessions of
their fellow villagers." The brothers
went and cut it down; it covered one
whole kaingan. "May Sou take all to
yourselves." The" brothers follewed and
walked along it. They cut it into eight
pieces. They used the lowest for pitch
pine, the middle for' the vat stand, the
top for the base of the stand and the
branches for pegs. They carried them
and brought them home to the front
of their house. The setting of them was
fine.
Lomawig also said, "Go and get the
pig. that you have reared." The brothers
led theirchocong. They caught the pig
that they had reared, lifted it out of the
pen, and killed it. It splashed their
thighs. Its blood filled one basin. They
took it outside, and burned off the hair.
It made the vat stand bump up and
down. They took it inside and butchered
it. Their knife kept knocking against the
bones. Their basket became full and
began to give way. They placed it on a
shelf, and the shelf sagged. One brother
took out the vat and placed it on the
stand.
He went inside again and sliced off one
piece of meat, and took it out. He put
it in the vat, and it became brimming
full. His sister brought out a basin and
tipped in the rice. It became brimming
full. As she was standing there, she
said, "Your meat is probably cooked,
because our rice is cooked."
The brothers turned back and took out
their meat. Their trays were piled up.
They sliced it into pieces, they made
big pieces and distributed it, then scraped
in the wedding of our child. And now
for the vat stand."
ta anok-entako nan
payyet anokapcy, as pay-
san sin-aci, ak-akatencha san
Chowan mangapngapmi nan
Cecechencha, ikensab ch:a, iuiat-





Ayya kinwanin kano ces Lomawig, "Eng-
kayot .. alan nan chinog-anayoy fafoy."
Ayya inloob san sin-aci san ch.ocongch a.
Chepapenoha san fafoy ay chinog-anan-
clia, intakchangcha pay ya tinelchiyan-
chao Pinlakana nan piladcha. Sinfoting-
can nan [asana. Ayya inchakalcha, lang-
nanch.a. Yodyochowena nan [atangay
cliallateycha. Ayya kecheng kano pay-
yay, iniskepcha. Fekjekencha, pinmani-
panitagcha. Chowan map no nan tala-
kacha. Chowan maifelyad. Ayya ke-
cheng nanablotcha kano paJI. Injay-otna
nan sikagcha. Ayya kecheng kano pay-
J'ay, inchakal kalalakiyana nan segyap no,
ikem-adna Sinomcep kano pay ces J'a,
in celmasna nan sin lac hang. Inch.akalna.
I ntob-ongna, insaksaktotoy napno. Ay-
ya insongay kafafaiyana nan langcana,
uialisanas san [inayouian, I nsaksaktotoy
napno. Ayya key taktakchecana, "Nal-
oto man nan etagyo, tay nan makantakot
naloto;'
Pinachatig san sin-aci san uiasaych.a, in-
711p.'l!ci!tas san chachallateyancha. Ayya ab-
san· apep a .ay [eliel. Ayya
si olitaocha. "Ayya faken sa.
sinan nadkongana, najosacan, na-
Siya anoka pay." "Mamoko-
si anan-ak sina. Ifosacanchas loweb
si kaomiliyencha:" I nmeyclia, inatopa-
kaiiclia. Inmey san sin-aciyet, inaiopa-
kanch a pinalakana nan sin patigomaan,
"Pep-elakanyoy kangonon." Inrnonod
san sin-aciJ1et kanaiayenclia. Ayya ke-
cheng walowencha. Salngencha san
poona, ch.allateycha san catuana. M a-
nangenchas ochona. Mcmachekchos pa-
ngana. AYJ'a inatoteych.a, insaalchas nan







san Lialiuien. I ncelmasna
san "Achiyo '[angaen, sang-
ohalenyo, Kechengyov sin pangiliyan.'.
Ayya. inmey adircatimochan chan am.
Mamamch.ek nan -matana ad Falatok
Matammok,
Iscepnas nan chakelay powag [an-ecay
p ouiag, Ayya inmeyad Macayycp-yep,
"Inliniwengtas na ya-intinasita." An'a
nap-alan ad M acayyepyep sinan inlini-








ildilziwengch,a, injinasicha, ay kaanaaiuin-
ak, kajotojotog, kamanomanok, kapacc-
pacey.
Ayya .:inmalichas nan Nalobfan. N ap-
a/all ad Molob[an, sinan inlinuoengch:a,
injinasicha ay kaanaanan-ak, .kajotojotog,
kamonomnnokvikapccepacey.
Ayyarinrnaliclias-' nan Palas.: "Achitas
na tay inlingsauiay 'nan lilig," Pinmay-
tokch as nari'Pilngek,nininanganekngek
nan inlinuoengcha, injinasicha,: ay kaana-
anan-ak.. kajotoiotog, karnanomanok cka-
pqcepaceJI. A,'ya: inmalichasnan Mo-
[aay, Finolcancha nan Maiaay.. Finol-.
canchaman .Maiany.. sinan inliniuiengcha,
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together -thetleftovers.vTheir .sister took
some rice .and -placed in the, basin.
The rice increased and.served the..gath-
ered ipeople, They were easily satisfied.
"These people are all-powerful, because
there is more. than enough of everything."
":r,et's take .. back. the portion of our.par-
ents." He climbed Kalawitan and des-
cended .to Paling. The Paling people
discussed .'him, He sliced one piece of
meat. "Don't put it in a •. pot, put it in
a vat. That's enough for. you, fellow
villagers. "
He.i.went to Cawa. The Cawa people
discussed. him.Iie .,sliced one piece of
meat. "Don't .put it. in a pot. That's
sufficient, for ..you, fellow, villagers." He
went .to Faliwen, The . Faliwen. people
. discussed him. He sliced one .piece of
meat.• "Don't put it in a pot, <put it in
2. vat. That's sufficient, fellow villagers."
He went to the gathering of the water.
His eyes were attracted to Falatok Ma-
tammok. He went inside .a .big -potuag,
and a small .powag.He went to Macay-
yepyep. "Let's say theliniweng and
[inasi here." These prayers .filled 'Ma-
cayyepyepwith children, pigs, chickens
and rice.
They .. went to Fagwang, ,which by the
liniweng and the. [inasi was filled with
children, pigs, chickens and rice. They
went toChakachag.. The liniuieng and
the. [inasi causeda casca~e of children,
pigs, chickens apd rice .at Chakachag.
They came to Malobfan.•. Their liniuieng
and [inasi filled Malobfan with children,
pigs, chickens and rice.
They came to Pal as. "Not here, because
this mountain is easy to pass across."
They descended to Fangek. There was
the sound of their liniuieng and [inasl
which 'brought ~children, pigs, chickens
and rice.. They came to Mafaay. They
passed through Mafaay saying their lini-
weng and [inasi. They. descended. to
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i/l/inasicha. Pinmaytokchas nan Paleui.
Nap"alansinaninliniweng cha, injina-




4J'YIf' £~!malichas nan Saklalan. Nap-
Ifla;!" ad,Saklalan, sinati ,inliniwengcha,
a~ 'kalfnaanan-ak" kafotafotog, karnano-
manok, kap ace pacey, kasafosafog, kamo-
ydnwJ'ong, .kaojioii.
Ayya kecheng kano payyaJI,insinalang-
ayencha. Kaw-en nan esad AI ajojolong,
Kaui-en nan esad Alongan. Ajatchas
nan Chegch ecan, Ayya key inmalichas
nan Chegcliecan. Ayya kasitatakey as
afongcha Pichap ad Ghangliyan,. AJlya
kecheng kano payyay, pinmaytakchas nan
tsusan, inchananch.a nan inkafokfotan
uati lamot nan kaanaanan-ak, kafotofo-
tog, kamanomanok, kap acepacey, kaojio-
[i, kasafosafog, kaangsaangsati kano.
Ayya kecheng kano payyay. Inmalichas
nan Lammag. Nap-alan sinan inlini-
wengcha infinasicha ay kaanaanan-ak,
kafotofotog, kamanomanok, kaangsaang-
san.
Ayya omolichas nan Wachawwad, insa-
lang-ayencha. Kaui-en nan esad Nagwa.
Kaui-en. na esad Gattin. Afatchas nan
Taktakcanaw. Nap-alan sinan 'I'aktak-
naw, sinan inliniwengcha, infinasicha ay
kaanaanan-ak, kafotofotog, kamanoma-
nok, kaangsaangsan.
Ayya kecheng' inmnlichas 'nan Amfay-
yekan. Finolcanch.a nan ako p ad Am-
fayyekan sinan inliniwengcha, injinasicha,
ay kaanaannn-ak, kaiotojotog, kamano-
man ok, kaangsaangsan,
Ayyd omalichas Fotiottouian, "Achitas
na tay in-acob nan tain nan inacag nan
kakachangyan ad Cinaang,"
Ayya omalicha pay sinan Kafatto ya
amamlengen nan anak si I cinaang, ch ai-
chao "Into nan natpouiancha tom tay
inlinang nan potoii nan anan-ak poton
nan [otog ya kapacep acey, ig [ecasna
kano:" Ayya kecheng kano payyay, in-
salang-ayencha. Katu-en na esas an Fal-
Palew, which by their liniweligaridVi!iiisi
was filled with children, pigs, 'chickeh~
and rice.
They carne to Maacob, "Not
cause the water has a bad smell." ,
They carne to Saki alan, which by their
liniweng and [inasi was filled with chil-
dren, pigs, chickens, rice, millet, beans,
and camote.
They parted company. ,One went via,
Mafofolong,one went via Alongan.. They
met at Chegchecan. They carne to, Cheg-
checan, Everyone in the h~use of Pichap
at Chongliyan (Mainit) was talking.
They went down to the place where, the
water drips, and came upon the establish-
ing of the root of children, pigs, chickens,
rice, millet and many. other things.
They carne to Lammag. It was filled
by their liniweng and [inasi with chil-
dren, pigs, chickens and many other
things.
They carne to Wachawwad and parted
company. One went via Nagwa, the
other went via Cattin. They. met at
Taktakcanaw. It was filled with their
liniweng and [inasi with children, pigs,
chickens and many other things.
They came to Amfayyekan. They passed
along the retaining wall saying their lini-
weng and [inasi for children, pigs, chick-
ens and many other things.
They came to Fotfottowan, "Not here,
because it smells badly of the excrement
of the employees of the rich people of
Guinaang. '~
They came to Kafatto, and the children
of the Guinaang people began to speak
scornfully of them. "Where did these
come from, because their children's and
pig's stomachs are shiny, and it is said
that their rice plants produce much
grain." They parted company. One went
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nod T ongfal. Kaui-en .. na esas .an Cliak-.
koyan ad Al-al.. Ayya. kasikano . toto key
nan inliniuiengchas nan afong Falnod
Tongfal. Nap nocha kana pay nan ka-
ngonon .: sinan. afong rlal[1,o(Tonglal.
"Ayya fi~p-engen.tatnan.qllep~~n inli~
niweng, r infi~asis j~·4yy,a Jik-a PC!y
anla:J',a.· si~;.1. ind:.. k~~{lnJ!~.pay, . nan
kaan;0;1l71?;q. ';akajJkapyaf~YP ·~1'r:.: inlini-
weng, infinasis' ria ta' i:all1ikel1fa~ot n.an
anan-ak sina, ta way kaisiksikomatiyo
nan .ag-acorn.nan ipo.caw.. Wad-enyoy
fotolfcha;' ~11nokc~a,infecasenyoy isamal
si ana1i~ak sin a: pay. Ayya sik-a pay
T()~laak~.Jlafik~aK.ang-it,.kananyo nan
kaaily-amlYO,'J1a kain-aanyo ta kapkap-
J!a.eny~~an£nlini~fngyainfin1sis na ,ta,
conakeiiiako] nan anan-akisina, ta ioa-
cliile1iyo)' [otog, manokcha,infecasenyoy
isamalch.a. Ayya sik-a pay ces W mig-
chali, ya sik-a Kapo ayyarkananvo nan
kaam-aanyo J'a kain-aanyo ta kapkapva-
enJ!O nan inliniweng sina, ya injin asis
na '.t/ay·' ta,' canakentakot si: anan-ak isina
pay.. tay., chowak chakayocmo-aioacan,
chakayo. pay.
Ayya chakayo pay Ch.ayatnen, an Ang-
J1ap, kananyo man nan kaam-aanyo kain-
aanyo, takapkapJ1aellJ'o nan -inliniuieng
sina, Jlainfinasisna, ta <canakentakot
si anan-aksina, tayinaiwed nangotok
sina; canakeniakot manet, si anan-ak .sina
pay.Wachaenyo si fotog,waclwenyojl
manokcha . infecasenyopaeeycha, .ta ig
info/Ingling si isamal si anan-ak sina.
Sik-a pay aces Eiyackang, aJlyakanam
si . amam, Jla si inam, ta ,kapktlpyaenyo
naninliniweng, sina Pay, ya sik"apay
ces Fay-e d, iyag-acacauimo nan ap acan-
mos na tay, ta uiaschin. at-atouianana
nanajqng si anan-ak sina" em, chouia,
tolo, ep at.. lima, enem, .pito, walo,siJ1am,
liP, saksaktot o nap no,
to the house of. F'ahloa~.Tongfal. One
went to the .houseofChakkoyan .atAl-al.
1'heretheliniweng was said. Everything
was filled at thehouse of Falno at Tong-
fal.,Hket'send here, the,sayillgof lini-,
weng and [inasi. You fathe~,andyou;
mother tell your fathers to say the lini-
weng ancijinasi, sothat¥/ewill make
cl1ildrenherefruitful, so that there will
be invitations to you inthe fe?lsti~g of
the' people. Make there be pigs and
chickens. Make the toil' of the "children
here fruitful. ..You' also Tomaak and-you
Kangit, tell your mothers and fathers to
say theliniwengand [inasi, so that we
will make our children here fruitful.
Make there be pigs and chickens and
make fruitful their toil. You' also Wang-
chali, and you Kapo, . tell your fathers
and mothers to say the liniweng and' [i-
nasi so that we will make our children
here fruitful, because I am calling on
each' of you.
You<moreovervChayawen and Angyap,
tell your fathers, and your mothers to
say thcliniwe'ngand [inasi so.thatwe
will make our children here fruitful, .be-
cause we don't know anything here, let's
make our children fruitful here. Make
there be 'pigs,and chickens, make fruitful
their rice, so that their, toil will..be .seen
in full heads of rice. You also Fiyachang,
tell your father and mother .to say the
liniweng and you also Fay-ed, helpyour-
self. to your coconut shell; each one. of
you guard the house of the children
here. One, two, three, four, five, six,





ornilas cliaui-ayencha. Ayya ke
kano lawa san songkayogchaet
ya. Alanchat san cayang-
ninpad-angcha. Alancha san segyap
kaiaiaiyancha, ninsalichongcha. Ayya ke-
cheng kano payyay, namiligchat, inmey-
chad Kalawitan. Oschonganchas anak
Eocan ad Kay-ang. Ayya kecheng kano
payyet, pomaytokcha, asaui-enas iyon-ana.
Ayya kecheng kinwanin naochina, "Ayya
enta kano, enia man ces omilas anoka
pay. Entat inchaw-ay sissak inkotua:"
Ayya kecheng kano payyay, omalichas
Nangafengya. Ayya ke oschongancha.
"Ayya ke inkapaengan chana ay anak si
Itofeng chana."
Ayya ke in-awidchas san Cadcad ya. Ay.-
ya ke oschonganchas anak Fatangalay ma-
malatong ad Kajellaui.
Ayya kecheng kano payyay. Ay ke in-
malicha san sin-ad. Ayya ke alancha ka-
no san sinlem-angay [alatong ya inpag-
pagna kano pay, ya sinkaong. Alancha
san sinlem-angay itab, ya inpagpagcha ya
sintayaan. Ayya kinwanin san sin-ad,
"Ayya saaltako manet ta satakot maas-
asauia," kinwanin nan sinaci. Ayya ke-
cheng kano payyay, mafolegchat, soma-
alcha ya kinwanin san sinaci, "Sosom-
edkayos na ta engkami toyaen si amami,"
Ayya kecheng kano payyay, sasad-encha
tet-euia ya. Insodsodchan amacha ay Fa-
tangal. "Ayyo ke kay nan inomchanay,
ipagpagcha san sinlem-ang ay [alat ong,
ya sinkaong. Ipagpagcha san sinlem-ang
ay itab ya sintayaan, Ayya ke cha kana-
nen, "Maas-asawakami." Ayya kinwanin
amach.a ay Fatangal, "Engkayo ayacan
man ta somaalkayo," Ayya kecheng kano
payyay inmeycha san sin-aciyet, ayacan-
cha ya sinmaalcha. Ayya kecheng kano-
way, kintuanisi Fatangal, "Ayya esakayo
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The two brothers of Kamern-an went to
look for a village, into which they could
marry. They took with them a small
Chinese jar, as an indication of their
inheritance. They took their spears and
carried them across their shoulders. They
took the vat of their sister, and one car-
ried it over his head. They followed a
ridge that took them to Kalawitan. They
looked down on the child of Focan at
Kay-aug. They descended and the elder
brother married her.
The younger brother said, "Let's go and
look for mine." They came to Nanga-
feng. They looked down. "These the
children of the Tofeng (Talobin) people
here are black with soot."
They returned to Cacad, and looked
down on the children of Fatangal who
were collecting pods of black beans at
Kafellaw.
The brothers came. They got a bundle
of the pods and struck them and the
beans filled one kaong basket. They took
a bundle of itab beans and they filled
one tayaan basket. The brothers said,
"Let's go home, so we can get married."
They followed one another home. The
sisters said, "You wait here while we go
talk it over with our father."
So they' waited. They (the sisters) re-
lated what had happened, to their father
Fatangal, "''!Vow, the ones who came to
us, they beat one bundle of black beans
and there was a kaong basket full. They
beat one bundle of itab beans and there
was a tayaan basket full. Then they said,
'Let's get married.' " Their father Fatan-
gal said, "Go and call them to come
home." The sisters went and called them,
and they came home. Fatangal said,
"Go ahead and marry if you love each
The sisters said, "We will get
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They saw moreover that their children
were ·benefited by the alauiig, When
their chono was finished Lomawig said,
"Let's plant a gourd plant here."
They saw
Then they
Fatangal performed the necessary wed-
ding ceremonies for them. Their off-
spring at Kafellaw came one after the
other. After a long time passed Lorna-
wig, the son-in-law of Fatangal said,
"Let's perform the chono feast." Fa-
tangal said,"What shall we use for our
chono?" His son-in-law said, "Don't
worry about that". The son-in-law got
his staff, and some chicken feathers
which he put in a coop. He got some
hair of a pig and put it in a pig pen.
He saw that there were grunting pigs
there. He saw in the coop that there
chickens were clucking.
He went to their grazing grounds and
called. Out came a ngilangil. "Not this
because we will be having a ceremony
with standing posts." He called again,
and it came out. Its ears were flapping,
it had curved horns; and its eyes were
bright. "This is what we will use for
our chotio, because we are having a
ceremony with standing posts." They
took it home.
He climbed again to Cabcab. He lopped
off the branches of a pine tree, and
threw it to Kafellaw. He lopped the
branches from another pine tree, and
threw it. He descended then. He went
to see his granary, and knocked the door
peg out. He handed out his vats.
He then started the chono.







"Ayya satako manet pay-
" AYJ1a kinwanin Fatangal,
"Ayya sino man nan satako idno ?"
Ayya kinwanin nan inapona, "Ayya ci-
cidna man sa:" Ayya kecheng kano pay-
yay, in-alan san iyanoka pay, inapona
san soldkodna, chotchot si manok ya in-
alana ya pay-enos nan kocong. Alanas
san chotchot si fotog ya pay-enas nan
congo.
Ayya ilana k anotuet kasingengekngek
nan fotog. Llana kano san manok assan.
kocong ya kasiaalokiyek,
Ayya kecheng kano payyay, inmey kanos
san ponchagcha ya, inyoka. Ayya [omes-
kal kano pay ya ngilangil. "Ayya [aken
sa tay inatakchag nan pay-enmi," Ayya
kasi kano pay inyoka ayya chomakal
kano pay. Lnyafayab nan ingana ya. Ay-
ya lnkimakim nan sakcodna ya in-oliyek
nan matana. "Ayya siJla sa nan idnomi
tay inatakchag nan pay-enmi," Ayya ke-
cheng kano paYJlay, insaalcha ya.
Ayya kecheng kano payyaJI, aces kinmay-
at sinan. Cabcab. Inlingsauiana san esa
ay [elfel; tep-alna ad Kafellaw. Kasina
inlingsawan san esa ya intep-alna kayyet,
AYJ1a kecheng kano payyay, pinmaytok
ya. Ena kano ilaen nan cheklican, in-
tangtangana ya. Ayya ketna kana pa-
[ochosen nan kasatigchasangch.al,
Ayya kecheng kano payyay. Ayya in-
p aeycha san chonoya. Ayya ilancha kano
payyet anoka pay, chekatencha san aci-
chao Ayya esachat cab cab-an. san ala-
wig.
Ayya ilancha kano payy·et naal-alawican
nan anan-ak ya. Ayya ilancha kano pay-
pay maal-alaiuican nan fotog, nan pacey-
cha, manokcha. AJlya nalpasclii san cho-
nocha ya. Ayya ket kinwanin kano ces
Lomawig, "Ayya in-eskantako manet nas
[alay;'
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Ayya kechang kano payyay, pay-enad
Aplay na esa ya pay-enad Lacod na esa
}'a. Ayya noknokena, san nalpod Aplay
nangafolanay. Noknokena nan naipod
Lacod. Ayya ke nafalatey nan kaanaanan-
ak, nan kafotofotog, nan kamanomanok
nan kap acepacey,
"Ayya ked-eng pan tay, mafalatey si
kaanaanan-ak, kajotojotog, kamanoma-
nok, kap acep acey," Ayya kinwanina kano
ces, "Ayya akayo manet ta moyangawen-
yo mo sino nan chinomno,"
AYJ1a kecheng kano payyay kinmay-atchas
nan Pokis ya. Ayya moyangawencha kano
pay ad anoka pay, Litangfan pay. "Fa-
kencha nan chinomno", Moyangawencha
kano pay ad Chalikan, "Eakencha nan
chinomno," Ayya sacangenchad Patya-
yan ya, "Chicha pet nan chinomno,"
Esachat chekaten nan kafecaangcha ya.
Esachat cabcab-an nan alawig, awnit rna-
alawican nan anan-ak ya, maal-alawican
nan fotog, nan manok, nan pacey ya.
Esachat in omen san chanomcha ya ilab-
caycha, ilarnningcha. Kanencha san rna-
kancha, ilabsaycha. Kanencha san is-
chacha ya, ikegselcha. Ayya inomencha
san fayascha ya. Ayya kechat ikegsel.
Ayya ked-eng payyay, ilig-idchat madkat-
cha san acicha ya. "Ayya kecheng kano
payyay, esachat cab cab-an san alawig as-
san fenget san ilicha. Awnit maal-alauii-
can nan kangonon sina pay."
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He then put one child in the West,
and he put one in the East. He went to
see the one in the West, it was unfruit-
ful. He went to see the one in the East.
Children, pigs, chickens and rice had
produced prodigously.
"Well, children, pigs, chickens, rice are
producing prodigously."
He also said, "Come and look about
to see who is performing a chono,"
They climbed up to Pokis. They looked
around on Litangfan (Guinaang). "They
are not having a ch.ono," They looked
over to Dalican, "They are not having
a chono," They turned to face toward
Patyayan (Maini t) . "These are the ones
having a chono," Then they called the
surrounding villages to visit. Then they
said the alawig. Soon the children, pigs,
chickens and rice were benefited by the
alawig. They then drank of their water,
and it made them healthy, it refreshed
them. They ate of their rice and it
helped them. They ate of their meat
and it strengthened them. They drank
of their sugar cane wine and it made
them brave. Then they stood aside so
that their relatives could enter the vil-
lage. "Then they said the alawig at the
edge of the village and soon everything
was benefited by it."
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Apendix '8
AMOLO
Ayya ke inmeychad Kamem-an sinijo-
chancha tian asochaya.Ayya ke inmey-
ch as nan iFato, namokatcha. Ayya chi-
nigchigsdn a~~cha.Ayyanal~osad [yolo
AYJ1a inmonodclia.riial-os ad Langtacati.
ayya inmeychad Langtacan ya, nal-os
as An-amsengseng, 'ajlya' ke inmeycha as
An-amsengseng ya. Ayya ketchat pal-
engeti nan asoclia-ya achi polos macha-
kol.san asocha.Ayya kecheng kano pay-
yay. N aaminanchas [aloncha ya kinura-
nin iyon-ana, "Ayya enka manet omalas
falonta tay as mafayedtad Kamem-an,"
Ayya kecheng kano payyay, socholena
nan naochlnaet omalid Kamem-an ya.
Ayya kinuianina, "As [alonmi man tay
anoka pay, achi polos kachakol nan aso-
mi." Ayya anoka sadsad-enas kafafai-
yana. "Ay into man mo anoka inano-
pan J1a nan isaalyo ya? Chanenat ces ya
[alonyo," AJlya kecheng kano payyay,
inligwat kalalakiyana san [alonna, id-
anas nan iyon-anas Arnsengseng ya. Ay-
ya insodsod sinan iyon-ana. Ayya ke pet
kano lawa, inchagchaceng kano lawa
san anoka pay kafafaiyancha ay kana-
tiaeti into mo inanopancha san isaalch.a
ya, ch.anena ya, ayya ke [ales aces nan
encha iyocod. Ayya ket sana kano ces,
olitaocha kinuianina, "Ya sino pay nan
ch okch okolenyo?" "Ayya nan asomi man
tay achi p olos rnach.akol," Ayya kintoa-
nin olitaocha, "Maid machakol man tay
ch aan ay yapyap nan chaca. Ayya awni
kayyet ta esatakot folochan nan anoka
pay, ta mapep-eng nan inliwtan nan
asoyo, inluotan nan anoka ipocaio,"
Ayya kecheng kano pay, kinmay-at sisan
Kalaioitan. Ayya kecheng niniopakena,
pay-enad Pamcasan na esa ya. Ayya
p ay-enad Palas na esa. Ayya kecheng
kinuianina, "Ayye pan ta pokitantakos
natimochan ch anom, ta siyaJI anoka pay,
maanok-an nan chaca ta mapep-eng si
inliwtan si ipocaw J1a inliwtan si asoyo."
Ayya kinwanin san sin-aci, "Ya nan man
katatai)lanmi?" "A.$ icadna man sa," in-
They went to Kamem-an and tied a
lead on their dog. They went to Fato,
where they loosed it. They followed it,
it passed by Langtacan. They went to
Langtacan and it had gone to An-am-
sengseng. They went to An-amsengseng.
They called their dog to rest, but it didn't
even put in an appearance. They be-
came short of food. The older brother
said, "Go and get some food, as we will
be staying longer than we expected at
Kamern-an." He sent his younger brother,
who came to Kamem-an, He said, "How
about some more food, because our dog
hasn't shown up, even once." He wait-
ed for his sister. She said "Where is
the animal you went to hunt out and
bring home? Now again you're just ask-
ing for food." The brother started with
his food and took it to his older brother
at Amsengseng. He then told his brother
how, unfortunately, their sister was re-
luctant, and wanted to know where the
animal was that they had gone to hunt
out and bring home, and said that they
were just auf hunting for a revenge kill-
ing. Then their uncle came and said,
"What are you here for?" "It's our dog,
it hasn't shown up even once." Their
uncle said, "It doesn't show up, because
all the world is still flat. Wait and we
will break it up, and that will end the
roamings of your dog, and of the people.
He climbed up to Kalawitan. He placed
one on each side. One was put at Pam-
casan, and one at Palas. He said, "And
now to block the gathering of the water,
so that the world will be broken up, and
the wanderings of the people and your
dog will be ended."
The brothers said, "And what about our
sister?" "Never mind about that," paid
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olitaocha. Ayya kecheng kano pay-
pokitanas natimochan ch anom, Ay-
ke insacongcha kano pay, naseksek
chaca ya. Ayya ilancha kano pay,
san apoycha. Inoscliotigchas Am-
naponas san apoycha ya. Ayya
kecheng kano payyay. Ilanclia kano ces
si. Palas ya. Ayya ka inmoliyek nan
apoy.
"Ayya key cheey tet-ewa nan ap oy as
Palas. Sino mangngen nan socholenta-
kos sa?" Ayya ke in mali kano pay san
fanog ya, socholena kano ya ig aped
tomotokanog. Ayya omali kano pay san
fanawel Jla, socholena ig ap-ed in pet p et-
wei. AJlya omali kano pay san kingking
ya, socholena ilancha kano payyet intik-
tikyapay omey. Ayya aw-awni kano pay-
yet, sana ay intatangalna nan [ala. Ayya
kecheng kano payyay, chawat en chat, iya-
lopclia ya. A)'ya kecheng [inmichang,
Inajoyancha, "Ayya matacotako tet-eiuas
sa, tay [inmich.ang na apoytako," Ay
aye kay ta esatakot sikachan natimochan
ch anom. Siyay makolochan nan chaca
ta matikchan nan iliwtan nan ip ocaui,
inliwtan nan asoyo." Ayya kech eng kano
pay sinikachanas natimochan chanom ya.
AJlya ke nacagwaak. "Nacagwaak si anan-
ak sina ya, nacagwaak si kangonon," Ay-
ya kecheng kano payyay, kinwanin oli-
taocha, "Ayya engkayo payyet moyanga-
wen nan anoka kafafaiyanyo."
Ayya kecheng kano payyay, maligwat
san sin-aci ya. Ayya inmeychas N angafey.
AJ'ya oscliongana kano pay ya. Ayya key
anoka pay, analc si Itofeng nan fofom-
)Ion sina ya.
AJ'ya omalichas san anoka pay Kalauii-
tan Jla. Ayya ke anak kano pay si I ya-
lab na. Ayya omeychas san Pangcatati.
A)lya ket si [olotag, si anoka fofomyon
sin a pay. Ayya inmeychas nan anoka
pay Aayacan. Ayya anak pet si anoka
pay Iloko pay, [ojoniyoii sina, omeychas
nan Tongil.
AJ'ya anal. si Imaletig nan fofomyon sina
ya anak si I pidlisan, omeychas nan Fa-
las. "Ayya key cofotako nan uiachas na,"
Ayya omeyclias nan Lanipew. Ayya anak
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their uncle. So he blocked the gather-
ing of the water. They looked back and
all the land was submerged. They saw
moreover, that their fire was quenched.
They saw also that there was a fire
twinkling at Palas.
"There's definitely a fire at Palas. What
do you think we should send there?"
An eagle came. He sent it, but it just
perched hunched up. Then came a [ana-
wei bird, and he sent it, but it just shook
its head. Then came a kingking bird,
he sent it and it flew off.
In a little while it returned holding in
its beak a glowing coal. They received
it and built a fire with it. It blazed.
They commented, "Now we shall be
saved, because our fire is blazing." "And
now we'll push the gathering of the
waters. That will break up the land
and terminate the wanderings of the
people and the wanderings of your dog."
He pushed the gathering of the waters
and there was the sound of a rushing
torrent. "May children here and every"
thing be as a rushing torrent." Their
uncle said, "You go and look around for
your sister."
The brothers started and went to Nanga-
fey. He looked down and it was the
children of the Tofeng (Talubin) peo-
ple who were crowding together here.
He came to Kalawitan. It was the chil-
dren of the Alab people here. They
went to Pangcatan, The people gathered
here were staring at each other. They
came to Aayacan. It was the children
of the Loko people gathered here. They
went to Tongil.
It was the children of the Maleng people
gathered here, the children of the Pid-
lisan people. They went to Palas, "The
ones from whom we are descended are
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si .Iyawwangan ya anak si I choyngaan,
nan fofomyon sina. Ayya omalichas nan
Amfonotngol. Ayya anak si I chongliyan
ya .anak si I chalkongan . nan fofomyon
sina/)
"Ayya napokaw tet-ewa nan kafafaiyan-
tas na tay anoka pay." Ayya kecheng
omalichas nan Pokis ya. Ayya anak si
Ilitangfan, fofomyon sina ya anak si
Icensachan, Ayya inchagchaceng tet-euia
san sin-aci, "Nap okatu tet-euia san kafa-
faiyantas na. Enta manet insodsod a
olitaotad Amsengseng,"
Ayya kecheng inmeychad Amsengseng kan
olitaocha insodsodcha, "Ayya key payyet
kanam. laiuan isapsapalingmo nan kafa-
[aiyanmi. Cheeyet napokaw tay maiiued,"
Ayya kinwanin olitaocha, "Ay enman rna-
ichay,"
Okjosna nan cayangna, "Akayo ta eniako
ayacan sinan Pananoman," Ayya keahen.g
kano payyay, folcena san sin-aciyet, oma-
lichas san Fato ya, inp agsekna. Ayya
kiruoanina, "Engkayot ayacan sinan Pa-
nan oman." Ayya inmey tet-euia san sin-
aci ya, wacha tet-eioa-san kafafaiyancha.
Ayya kinwanin san kalalakiyancha, "Into
man nan kad-ani si laosanmi nad Kaal-
cawan, maidka aJI."
Ayya kinuianina, "Mnichak man tay tua-
cliaak sinan Fikiyanay makiiiniinakalay,
mangikidkid-eng sinan ch.anom:" Ayya
kecheng kano payyay, [olcenchat id-an-
chan olitaochad Fato..
Ayya kecheng kano payyay, tikcachana
nan kitong nan iyon-ana ya. Ayya inmel-
weg. "Ay ki maid asimay rnaas-asauia
ay sin-aci?"
Ayya tikcachana nan poseg nan naochina
ya. AYJla ilana kano pay ya naasisyekcha.
Ayya ket kinwanin olitaocha, "Siya tet-
euia chana nan esak insinakfen ta,esa
way incofowek sinan facinlolota. AJlya
kecheng kano p ayyay, iiipaytokna chai-
chas nan Kafellawet sakjena chaicha.
AJlya kecheng ilana kano payyet, insin-
sinaladsad kano laura san canakcha. Ayya
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here." They went to Lanipew. It is the
children of the Awwangan people and
the Choyngaan people who are gathered
here. They came to Amfonatngol. It is
the children of the Chongliyan people
lind the Chalkongan people who are
gathered here.
"Our sister definitely isn't here." They
came to Pokis. The children of Litang-
fan (Guinaang) people and the Censa-
chan (Bontoc) people are gathered here.
The brothers were really feeling uneasy.
"Our sister definitely isn't here. Let's
go and tell our uncle at Amsengseng."
They went to their uncle at Amseng-
seng. "If only you could say that you
would lead our sister to a safe place.
She is lost, because we cannot find her."
Their uncle said, "No, she's not lost."
He took up his spear.
"Come and we'll go and call her. at
Pananoman." The brothers followed be-
hind, and they came to Fato where he
stuck his spear into the ground. "Go
and call her at Pananoman." So the
brothers went, and found their sister was
really there. Her brother said, "Where
were you when we passed by at Kaalca-
wan, you weren't there."
She said, "I wasn't there because I was
at Fikiyan fighting for my life against
the pull of the water." They followed
each other until they came to their
uncle at Fato.
He stroked the forehead of the older
brother, who shook his head. "You don't
think it proper to marry your sister?"
He stroked the navel of the younger
brother. He saw that they smiled at
each other. Their uncle said, "These
are truly the ones I will marry, so there
will be somebody to produce on the
earth." He took them down to Kafel-
law, and married them. He saw that
they had children one after another.
He blocked off one, and put him at
Kay-aug. He blocked off the navel of
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kana 'payyay, pokitana nan esa
Kay-eng.
nan p oseg nan cawaan ya pay-
en ad Cawa. Pokitana nan poseg nan
[naochi ya pay-enad Cheplayan. Ayya ke-
cheng kinioanitia, "Engka manet mayan-
gawen mo nacanak, nan sinafattas na,"
Ayya kech eng kinmay-atchas nan Faio.
Ayya sacangen nan anoka pay Kay-ang
ya inmalinebneb, Ayya chemangenad
anoka pay Cawa ya. Ayya inmalinebneb,
Inoschonganad Cheplayan, inmalinebneb,
AY)la pinmaytok, "Ayya nad-achak nan
inasakrni tay osch ongak ad anoka pay
Cawa ya inmalinebneb, chemangek ad
Kay-eng ya inmalineb neb, Ayya oschon-
gak ad anoka Cheplayan, inmalinebneb.
Nad-achak man nan inasakmos na," "Ay-
ya ked-eng man sa. Ayya enta manet
anoka mangil-iliyen nan anoka caeb nan
amolo," Ayya kecheng kana payyay, in-
cadnas nan Foyayeng, "Ayya Ljoyayeng
man chana ay siJla chana nan achi kaol-
olasan, ch aglos sin-ag-i ohana ay ya rna-
sin-sin-ebcha, rnaas-asatoaclia ta cicad
nan payeuiclias nan Kachocenay chinma-
negcliecay,
Siya nan achicha kaol-olasan. Esachat
katkataw-an nan caeb nan am ala. Ayya
maamolo nan payewcha ya, maamolo nan
cocongocha, kokocongcha, cacametigclia,
maamolo nan eichocha naamolo;"
Ayya kecheng kana payyay, igcliangnas
nan Chalcalan. "Ayya siya man nan Clia-
kalanay naay chanan sin-ag-i chana ya,
masinsin-eb cha, maas-asatuacha ta cicad
nan ayawanchad Wokalan ya nan cocon-
gocha ay chinalisohisay achicha kaol-ola-
sanay siya chana nan sin-ag-icha ya naas-
asatoaclia, sin-in-ache, sin-am-acha, rna-
sinsin-eb cha. Esachat katkat-auian nan
amolo, aumlyet maamolo san kitotigcha
ya, maamolo san p ayeuicha, acamangcha
ya san congoclia, maamolo;"
Ayya kecheng igchangnas nan Ongfeg.
"Ayya siya man aces Ongfecay tiaay cha-
nan sin-ag-lclia na ya, masinsin-ebcha ta
cicad nan anoka pay jJayewchad Samel-
yauian, achicha kaol-olasanay sin-ag-ich a
maas-asauiacha, sin-in-celia, maas-asatua-
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the middle one, and put him at Cawa.
He blocked off the navel of the young-
est one and put him at Cheplayan. He
said, "Go and look around and see if
the ones we put together have offspring."
They climbed to Fato. He looked be-
hind him to Kay-aug, it was swarm-
ing. He looked in the distance to Cawa,
it was swarming . He looked down on
Cheplayan (Bontoc), it was swarming.
He descended.
"The ones we placed out are becoming
predominant. I looked down on Cawa,
and it was swarming. I looked down
in the distance to Kay-aug, and it was
swarming. I looked down on Cheplayan,
and it was swarming The ones you
distributed are predominating." "Let's
go and take the saying of amolo from
from village to village." They decided
on Foyayeng. "These here are the
people of Foyayeng, who have no time.
These are all close relatives who inter-
marry because of their fields at Ka-
chocen, all completely terraced.
That's why they have no time (to marry
elsewhere). Then they say the amolo,
Their fields, pig pens, chicken coops,
granaries and rice serving ladles are all
benefited by the amolo,"
He crossed with it to Chakalan. "These
here are the Chakalan people, who are
close relatives, and intermarry because of
their carabaos at Wakalan and their
paved pig pens. They have no time,
these relatives who marry each other,
children of the same parents marrying
each other. They just say the amolo,
and soon their foreheads, their fields,
granaries and pigpens are benefited by
the amolo."
He took it across to Ongfeg. "These
here are Ongfeg people who are relatives
and intermarry because of their fields at
Samelyawan. They don't have any time;
brothers and sisters of the same parents
marry each other. They just say the
Esachat katkatruo-an nan caeb
nan amolo, atuniyet maamolo san kitong-
payewcha maamolo san cocon-
goch(l,aalangcha, maamolo,"
iAyya kecheng omalichad anoka pay Am-
onyan. Ayya sacangena nan Patyayan.
"AYJ1a siya man nan I patyayanay naay
chanan sin-agling nan ilin chatana ya, sin-
ag-icha, maas-asauiacha, ta cicad nan pa-
yeuich.ad Kayongyonganay anoka pay, na-
poslan, achiclia kaol-olasanet sin-ag-icha,
maas-asauiacha, ayya sin-in-ache, sin-am-
ach.a. Esachat katkataw-an nan caeb na
amolo ya, maamolo nan kitongcha, rna-
amolo nan anoka kaam-iam-inay, papa-
yeuicha maarnolo,"
"Ayya kecheng kana manay, iyalinas nan
anoka pay Alatan. Ayya mangaliyan nan
malpod Laced, "Ayya cotoken ch atona
ay, fafaley nan cotoken ya angc ay chat0-
na," Ayya inmalichas nan Faneng, os-
chongana nan I chongliyan. "Ayya siya
man nan I chongliyanay naay chanan sin-
in-acha, sin-am-acha, sin-ag-iclia maas-
asawacha tay icad nan anoka pay fa-
nengchad Chaesanay naposlanay, achicha
kaol-olasan, sin-ag-iaha maas-asauiacha tao
Esachat katkataw-an nan Amolo. Ayya
aumiyei maamolo san fanengcha ya rna-
amolo san kitongcha ya, san acamangcha
maamolo," Ayya kecheng infas-angna
chadlos san Litangfan. "Ayya manad-auiat
ya angcay si amolos na, nan chadlo Ina-
tag-eyay anoka fanengchad Amfaciwanay.
Achicha kaol-olasanay, sin-ag-icha esa-
chat masinsin-eb. Ayya esachat katkataiu-
an nan caeb na amolo, aumiyet maamolo
san kitongcha, san [anengch.a, san aca-
matigcha, san cocongcha maamolo,"
Ayya kecheng kano payya». "Pep-engen-
taka man nan caeb nan amolo man. Ay-
ya sino man nan manad-auiat sinan caeb
nan amolos na? Ayya na chadlo Inatag-
eyay comacalinsaejanay. Slya chana nan
sin-ag-icha vya, maas-asauraclia;".
Ayya esanat ipaytok sinan Inacoioajay,
inchauiat nan ap-on Faio-ingan, ap-oti
anoka pay Lacayochay, ap-oti Sakjotay,
"Siya chana nan incabcab-enchas nan
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amolo, and soon their foreheads, fields,
pigpens and granaries are benefited by
the amolo,"
They came to Am-onyan, and faced
Patyayan. "These people here are the
Patyayan, who have just one strip of a
village, they are relatives and they marry
because of their ricefields at Kayongyo-
ngan which have many posts. They
have no time, brothers and sisters, chil-
dren of the same parents marry each
other. They just say the amolo and
their foreheads, their fields, their all are
benefited by the am 010."
He brought it to Afatan, the resting
place for those coming from the East.
"These people have understanding. It is
only the village that these people under-
stand." They came to Faneng, he looked
down on the people of Chongliyan.
"These people here are the Chongliyan
people. Brothers and sisters, children of
the same parents marry each other be-
cause of the paths along their terrace
walls at Chaesan, which have many posts.
They have no time, relatives marry each
other. They just say the amolo. Soon
the paths on their terrace walls, their
foreheads and their granaries are bene-
fited by the amolo:" He brought it to
the other side to Litangfan. "They have
just received the amolo here, the ones
who live above whose terrace paths are
at Amfaciwan. They have no time, rela-
tives intermarry. They just say the amolo.
Soon their foreheads, their terrace paths,
their granaries and their pig pens are
benefited by the amolo,"
"Let's end the saying of the amolo.
Who will be the ones to receive the
saying of amolo here? The ones who
live above are the comacalinsaefan. These
are the relatives who marry each other."
He took it down to the ones who live
below. It was received by the descendants
of Faw-ingan, Lacayod and Sakfot.
"These are the sayers of amolo, their
elegcha makikkikanan, elegcha
sinan tapey nan kaka-
chanevon:" "Sik-a payyay Paliwakay keg-
inkekegsel nan cabcab-anmis na. Ay-
nan Faangay tengneti, in-
si cabcab-anmls na pay.
opportunity to
the rice wine of the
Paliwak, who is strong,
we are saying here. Our pakchel sprrrts
at Faang, who are cool, may our saying
here be 'cool'.
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ip ocaui, . inmeychas nan
na asocha. Lnp ayebyeb
'asoclia. Omonodchat ilaegcha na
r;tagcha. Lyauiidcha na etagcha asnan
kachncha. Masnacha ta maniklapcha, tay-
nancha nan etagcha. Ornaioidchas nan
kaahaoha, maiuied nan etagcha. Forna-
«kchas nan [aakna, "Sino nan nangalas
nan etagtakos. na?" Lomuoetchas nan
touiidcha, kacoliiencha nan siki. Foma-
akchas nan [aakna, etchaanchas T'aloyon,
"Sik-a mangnenet nan nangalas nan etag-
mi.» "Fakenak nan nangalas nan etag-
yo. Fomaakkayos nan [aakna," Foma-
akchas nan [aakna, echasanclia nan po-
song. Lncacauia na afong. "Sino pan
nan nangiyalis nan afongnas nan posong,
cawan nan posong?" Sipolencha nan ka-
satan. Aclii makad-an, Sip olencha nan
kauiayan. Insalangsangana nan fofong.
Kanatayencha ta omchancha. Naikokon-
ol nan etagchas nan choksol. "Sino nan
kaipocauimo tay inmalika ay nangalas
nan etagmi?" "Sak-en si Angalay in-
rneyak ad tag-ey, Lijacenyo nan nouiang-
yo> somaalkayo, ta pakpakenyo na asoyo,
kakataui-anyo sak-enay si Angal, tay si-
yay makiangal nan nouiangyo, makiangal
nan leng-agyo, Alanyo nan etagyo,"
Alancha pay na etagcha isaalchas na
afongcha. Kechengay inconsodcha ta
consochancha nan nourangch.a. Kakatatu-
an nan caeb nan angal. Encha iwase)l,
T[aney, Ifatad, Ichomalig, Lloburacan,
Itenglayan, Isop angnas nan Lalanjan, nan
Madney ya nan Licho, nan Sacomay.
"Tlayogyos nan inacouiab, nan Pacauied,
nan Chinalpan, nan Faui-ingan:" "Ya
pakchelmis nan Paliwakay sikal ya keg-
sel, inkekegsel nan cab cab-anmis na. Pak-
chelmis nan Faangay tengnen, Inteteng-
nett nan cabcab-anmis na:"
The two brothers went. to their kaingan
with their dog. Tl1e. dog began to bay.
They followed it, and got their meat
supply. They brought the animal back
to their small hut. They desired to
press on and hunt further. On return-
ing to the hut, the animal was gone.
They went around to the other side.
"Who has taken our animal?" They
went around to the back of the house,
and began to trace the footprints. They
went to the other side and came upon
Taloyon. You are the one we suspect
has taken the animal we caught." "It
wasn't me who took it, go around to the
other side." They went around to the
other side and came upon a lake. There
was a house in the middle of it. "Who-
ever has brought their house to the
middle of the lake?" They cut down
a length of k auiayari bamboo and it set-
tled down on the ridgepole. They walked
along it and reached the house. Their
animal had been placed down on the
choksol of the house. "What kind of a
person are you, because you came and
got the animal we caught?". "I am Angal
who went up above. You go and see
your carabaos, go home, kill a dog and
mention me, Angal, and that will make
your carabaos and your spirits aggressive
and resistant. Take your animal." They
took their animal and carried it home.
They made the sacrifice for the strength-
ening of their carabaos. Then they said
the angal. They then took it from place
to place, to the people of Faney, Fatad,
Chomalig, Lubuagan, Tenglayan.
He then presented it to the families of
Lalanfan, Madney, Licho and Sacomay.
"You take it down to those who dwell
below, the families of Pacawed, Chinal-
pan, and Faw-ingan." "Our Pakchel
spirits at Paliwak who give increase
and are strong, strengthen the thing we
are deign here. Our pakch.el spirits at
Faang who are 'cool', make 'cool' the
thing We are doing here."
